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Spartans face top-ranked San Diego State tonight

SJSU student helps cheer up 49er crowd at Candlestick Park
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Planned mall
for 9th Street
rejuvenated

Fullerton Heels over head
upholds
concert
age ban
By Frank Nlichael Russell
Daily staff writer
President Gail Fullerton defended
her policy Tuesday, banning persons
under the age of IS who aren’t SJSU
students from concerts held in Morris
Dailey Auditorium.
Events in the Tower Hall auditorium should he for SJSU students. Fullerton said at a news conference.
Fut lerion’s concerns include possible liability problems and the "potential trashing of the building." she
said.

By David Rickard
Daily staff writer
SJSU is showing renewed interest
in turning Ninth Street into a pedestrian mall. nearly 10 years after the
road was first earmarked 1M that purpose in the school’s master plan.
At her news conference Tuesday.
SJSU President Gail Fullerton said her
office had received preliminary drawings showing the proposed changes
front the campus architect.
Although no specific timetable
lot the project has been set, Fullerton
said she hopes work will begin on the
lust phase this year. The renovation
has been divided into phases because
of budget constraints, she said.
The first phase, reconstruction ol
the section of road between the Stu
dent Union and the Business Tower
Mohammad Qayoumi
w ill cost an estimated SI 39.1551. said
.
tactiitirs mwsiger
Mohammad Qayoumi. director ot Facilities Development and Operations.
covered with &cot .411 e bricks.
The money to finance the job is Benches and planter hoses V. iii lve inavailable in one of the university trust stalled on either side of the street
JO:1mM%. Fullerton said.
When the city allowed SJSU to
The cost of the entire project, close Ninth Street to through traffic in
which will encompass Ninth Street be- 1974, it was under the agreement that
tween San Fernando and San Salvador the road would he turned into a pedesstreets, is estimated at S430.000. trian mall, she said.
Qayoumi said.
’This is ii show ot good faith to
Fullerton said the drawings call the city that we can and will make
for the pavement between the Student good on our promise to do with these
Union and the Business Tower to he
See MAIL his -& page

Past concens on campus aimed at
a teen-age audience have tended to
attract crowds that hay e given us a
problem.’ she said
"This hui Ming is on the state historical regiSiCr... Fullmon said ’’l
feel very proteuts 441 it "
The Associated Students hoard 4)1
directors approved a resolution Oct I
opposing Fullerion’s policy. two dat
after the A.S. Program Board passed a
similar resolution.
Program Board Director Verda
Alexander said the auditorium is the
best site or campus concerts.
The board held two money -losing
concerts last month in the auditorium.
The Sept. 19 concert, with the local
band Rhythm Corps, lost about
S2,100. Alexander said.
About hall of those wanting to attend the show were turned away because of the under-18 ban. she said.
The Sept. 27 concert lost about
52.900. mostly because of a last-minute change in the headlining group.
she said.
"We absolutely cannot sursic
we only cater to San Jose State
dents with our concerts," Alexander
said.
Money earned from concerts is
returned to the program hoard fund to
provide more activities for SJSU students, she said.
Fullerton said the Morris Dailey
rule is equivalent to the Student Union
board of directors* policy for use ot
Union facilities.
The Student Union policy was
imposed after problems -- including a
knifing involv mg two non -students
at an 1984 concert by the alternative See ( ’ON(’ERTS. back page

Thui stla

Court postpones
student hearing
Denise Wender

,

otographer

The art quad brings artistic talents to Phil McCre- plant." He didn’t make it. The board should have
vis, advertising junior, as he tries a "ho-ho gone above his head while his feet stayed on board.

Task force to find off-campus housing
By Frank Michael Russell
Daily staff writer
SJSU President Gail Fullerton wants to acquire
property for student housing in the campus neighborhood.
Fullerton said this week she will form a task
force to investigate ways the university could buy or
lease buildings along South I I th Street for off-campus student housing.
Rising real estate prices from the revitalization
of San Jose’s downtown could cut the supply of affordable living space for SJSU students. Fullerton
said at a news conference Tuesday.
Other demands on the off-campus housing supply. including board -and -care homes and halfway
houses, add to the problem, she said.
Rents for apartments in the campus area range
!ruin 5375 for a studio to 57(8) for a three -bedroom

apartment. according to classified ads in an edition
of the San Jose Mercury Nc ss this week.
The University Housing Service provide. space
for 1,790 students in dormitories and has 15% apartments in Spartan City and Spartan Village.
SJSU has tried, without success, to convince
the city to create a "university zone" in the campus
area, with student housing and shops that would
serve students and faculty. Fullerton said.
The nature of the area inevitably causes prohlems, such as the stabbing Saturday at the Sigma Nu
fraternity house and the recent dispute between
Theta Chi and Grace Baptist Community Center, she
said.
Robert Martin, dean of student services, has
been keeping Fullerton apprised of the Theta Chi .11uation . she said

Student Services Do
sion staff has "talked vs it
the fraternity about tightening control over its own
members.’ Fullerton said.
The dispute between
the fraternity and the center.
which serves mentally ill
and developmentally disabled adults, involved isolated instances over a fairly
long period of time, she
said.
"The mix of uses is
simply one that is going to
Call Fullerton.
create problems." Fullerton . . . SJSU president
said.
Persons who enter fraternity houses uninvited
See 1101 ’SING,
page

By MI% id Rickard
Daily stall writer
Two SJSU students arrested in
connection with a shoving match with
police in the Spartan Pub in May had
their pretrial conference delayed until
Dec. 30 to give them time to find a
lawyer.
Municipal Court Judge Rise
Jones Pichon yesterday ordered SJSU
students Vickie Ryan and Daisy
Hunter to obtain counsel to defend
themselves against charges brought by
the University Police Department
stemming from the incident.
The defendants were originally
represented by attorney John Casey.
They declined to comment on the
charges or the reason for replacing
their lawyer.
The women were arrested May 13
after a scuffle broke out between a
UPD officer and a group of female students in the Spartan Pub. Hunter said
they had been in the Pub Mr about 90
minutes when the incident occurred.
According to the UPI) report, the
assistant manager of the Pub thought
one of the women was underage.
When she refused to produce an identification card, the police were summoned.
When officers arrived, the assistant manager again asked Ryan to produce an identification card. She did.
hut according to the report. the officer
said it was not her picture on the card.
The officer then told Ryan she
would lime 10 10:1%c. and according to

the report "gentl giiihhed her ehivius
to show her out." At that point a shoo.
trig match ensued between the officer
and Ryan and Hunter
Ryan was charged with disturbing
the peace and resisting arrest Hunter
was arrested on the same charges, plus
assault and battery on a peace officer.
UPI) Chiet Lew Schatz has since
brought disciplinary action against an
unidentified officer involved in the incident, for actions he described as
"legal but inappropriate."
When the women complained to
the Associated Students hoard of directors in May, they identified the officer as John Moffitt Maria N. Smallwood ()1’ the SJSU Afro-American
Studies Department said she became
involved in the matter because Moffitt
had been involved in "other difficulties" in the past. including an event
with a black residence hall director.
Mmii tilt later declined to comment
on the incident.
The women complained to the
hoard that the police responded to the
incident in a "negativ,. and hostile
manner." They also said they had
been subjected to physical abuse by
the ol ’leer
In a UPI) memo distributed to the
public after an internal investigation of
the matter. Schatz cited a need for
more training of university officers
and more communication between officers and the community, especially
minorities.

Reed magazine wants students’ literary thoughts
By Lbovld Rickard
Daily staff writer
English 133 has no textbooks, gives no
tests and requires no term papers. The class
does not meet on a regular basis, and each session lasts only as long as there is work to he
done.
Sounds like a breeze, doesn’t it?
It isn’t.

An entirely student -produced publication.
Reed is scheduled to show up in bookstores in
May. hut the fall semester is given over to the
painstaking process of deciding which material
is worthy of inclusion.
The deadline for submission is Monday.
and although more than 50 stories and 40
poems have already been turned in, the editors
arc actively soliciting more.

Although they joke about their commitTo that end, staff members have been visment to an, the "staff members" of English iting classes, particularly art classes, to stimu133 take great pride in their work. They spend late an influx of material. According to faculty
an entire semester
or two, if they choose -- adviser Robert Sweet, Reed represents a
devoted to one product. If done properly, it can golden opportunity for writers and artists to
pave the way for a lucrative career.
display their wares.
The students of English 133 solicit, read,
"Reed offers student writers a chance to
critique and eventually approve all stories,
poems and artwork selected for publication in get published early in their careers, and it gives
pubcontinually
them recognition," Sweet said. "With the
Reed magazine, the oldest
lished college literary magazine west of the school pressuring us to graduate students proficient
in writing, it makes sense to take advanRiver.
Mississippi

tage of this chance. ’
Such experience is especially valuable
today given the nature of the market. he said.
"Most commercial magazines receive
3,000 stories every year. and print only two or
three of them," Sweet said. "Without such
magazines (as Reed), it would be very difficult
for the young writer to get published."
In addition to the poetry, short stories.
prose poems and parts of novels that provide
the magazine’s framework, photographs and
drawings are also solicited. Too few art students are aware of that, he said.
"This is a great opportunity for the serious artist to showcase his work, Sweet said.
"We always need things that will reproduce in
black and white.
Some former contributors and staffers
have used Reed as a springboard for later sue -

in the field, he said. Sandra McPherson.
who served on the staff in the late 1960s, has
published two books of poetry and currently
teaches a poetry class at the University of California at Davis. Another former student, Merritt Klifion, runs a literary magazine in Vermont.
This semester’s 15 -member staff inclutles
an editor in each of the three major categories
under the difiction, poetry and artwork
rection of Managing Editor Steve Davis.
Davis said his ph description includes "a
little hit of everything. I’m in charge of the
overall time guidelines, and I coordinate the
typesetting, proofreading and final production."
The routines performed by the fiction. poetry and artwork editors are similar. As fiction
See MAGAZINE, back page

’Reed offers student writers
a chance to get published
early in their careers, and it
gives them recognition.
With the school pressuring
us to graduate students
proficient in writing, it
makes sense to take
advantage of this chance.’
Robert Sweet,
Reed’s faculty adviser
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Editorials

A.S. junket an abuse of privilege
A.S. board of directors has ripped off the
The
SJSU student body by taking $906 and spending it on a junket to the Red Lion Inn for a
programmers’ convention in downtown San Jose.
By waiving two budget stipulations. the A.S.
board is spending student money to pay all convention expenses, including a luxurious room for three
nights in one of the city’s finest hotels.
Past A.S. boards enacted stipulations to specifically prevent this type of abuse. There is no
valid reason for the program board to bring six of its
members -- four more than budget stipulations
allow. By waiving the stipulation, the A.S. is putting itself above its own rules.
The board of directors was elected to promote
activities that will benefit all students and to responsibly manage student body money. Allowing the
program board to use student money for this wasteful junket is a downright abuse of privilege.
Program Board Director Verda Alexander
claims the goal of the junket is to meet with other

college programmers and potential performers. She
said it’s a great opportunity to pool resources and
book acts that will benefit SJSU students.
Yet just two weeks ago she drafted a resolution
which the A.S. board of directors passed overhalf of the program
whelmingly declaring that
board’s patrons were non -students under 18.
The 1986-87 A.S. budget carries 36 stipulations to prevent abuse of student money. But the
second stipulation allows members of the board of
directors to waive any of the other 35 as it sees fit.
In this case, the A.S. undermined the intent of
its own restraints. The board of directors is the only
student organiiation receiving A.S. money that can
change the rules for its own benefit.
If the A.S. cannot resist spending student
money on gluttonous self-indulgences, perhaps the
budget should be amended to prohibit the board (il
directors from waiving any stipulation in any case
involving itself

Sheriff’s playing on edge of law
anta Clara County Sheriff Robert E. Winter. is
obeying the letter, but not the spirit of the law
in his refusal to reveal names of gun permit
holders
a questionable act for the county’s No. I
lawman.
On Oct. 10, the state Supreme Court ruled that
such records are public information and must be dihowever, the ruling doesn’t take effect
vulged
until Nov. H. That’s four days after the election.
one in which he faces a tough re-election battle.
By withholding names. Winter gives the impression that he’s hiding something. Winter has admitted, for example. that he granted a permit to San
Jose businessman George Bumb, owner of the San
Jose Flea Market in 1982. Bumb has contributed

$11,000 to Winter’s re-election campaign.
In his attempt to defend his actions, Winter has
tried to blame the administration of Chief Justice
Rose Bird for his refusal to reveal the list.
The sheriff is clearly thumbing his nose at the
state Supreme Court and the public and is setting
dangerous precedents by choosing not to heed the
court’s ruling. He clearly hopes Bird does not get
reconfirmed and a more sympathetic court will reverse the ruling.
The sheriff is wrong to withhold the names of
gun permit holders. He should immediately release
the names, so if any wrongdoing is present, approperhaps at the polls.
priate action can he taken

Letter Policy
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to
write letters. This is a page that gives you an
opportunity to air your views on important
issues.
Deliver them to the second floor of Dwight
Arnie! Hall. Room 208, or to the Student Union
Information Center.
Letters must bear the writer’s name,
major, phone number and Hass standing.
Anonymous letters and phone numbers will not
be printed. Phone numbers are needed in case
the letter needs to be verified.
The Spartan Daily reserves the right to
edit all letters for libel and length.
Opinions appearing on the forum page are
those of the individual writer.
Editorials appearing on this page are the
opinions of the editorial board of the Daily.

Letters to the Editor
tend an all -expense paid fling in one of the valley’s most exWelcome to the A.S. follies
pensive hotels.
Editor.
President Tom Boothe, please respond.
Welcome once again to the Associated Students board
Jim Desmond
Junior
of directors follies
where almost anything can happen
and usually does. Craig Quintana’s column (Ring-a -ling.
Finance
ding-a-lings," Oct. 27) was indeed most entertaining and
’Catflinger’ for SJSU president
informative. Members of the A.S. have once again distinguished themselves for mentorious payback.
&Wm.
Remember the Berlin concert at the Civic Auditorium
What has become of SJSU social life? As if the near
on Oct. 20? Our alleged leaders were presented with a free non-existent student participation on campus and in campus
concert and also helped themselves to the refreshments re- events isn’t had enough, all future on -campus concerts have
served for the security and cleanup crew and possibly even been cancelled. This new revelation certainly will not help
those of the warmup hand. Both sets of refreshments were envigorate people to get involved in campus life.
It started with non -students getting turned away at constashed in upstairs rooms at the Civic. After the end of the
concert, none of the refreshments or the A.S. members certs because they weren’t "of age." The last time I
were anywhere to he found.
checked, a teeny -hopper’s money was the same color as
Now we find that the A.S has relaxed some of its for- mine. Things are definitely getting quite pathetic to say the
and
expenditures
merly stringent requirements regarding
most.
six, not the original two. program hoard inemhers get to atPerhaps. as Dan Buerger says, the "administration" is

not actually out to kill concerts. Perhaps it just desires to
grasp the sinful concert by the neck and slowly choke it to
death. (But the administration can’t touch them off-campus,
but it can revoke necessary funds, which they’ve hinted at.)
Perhaps futility and the "administration" walk hand -in hand. Perhaps, just perhaps, students are to blame the administration for rarely twinging their livelihood to campus.
One thing is for sure. Paul Goeltz is not to blame. He
got the Screaming Blue Messiahs to play at SJSU. This
show had the capability of actually topping the U2 performance in 1981. In two years it will he impossible to even
think of getting a hand like the Screaming Blue Messiahs to
play here. It’s a crying, no a screaming shame but I have a
solution. I say we make Paul Goeltz SJSU president imagine, just imagine what he could do for us image and
school -wise if he put to use the SHX1.000-plus salary that
Gail Fullerton receives annually. Quite tempting, isn’t it?
Doug DeVries
Junior
Business Management
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Editor.
The Tuesday Oct. 21 edition of
the Spartan Daily ran a story concerning a student whose car had been
towed by the University Police Department.
I would like to commend Nick
Carter, ’Crusader Rabbit," whose
concern for people and the city
should not go unnoticed.
I agree with Bob Duffy and Nick
Carter that cars parked under "no
stopping" signs should not he towed,
especially when the part that read
"tow -away" was concealed with
duct tape. Removing the tape may
solve the problem in the future hut
what about those 25 cars previously
towed’?
I feel university police Chief
Lew Schatz was admitting guilt by
taking the tape off the signs the billowing week. Schatz. if you felt you
were just by towing those cars, then
why did you bother to remove the
duct tape from the signs’?
If they are going to ask residents
to move their cars, it should be done
before any cars have been towed or
don’t bother to do it at all. In Duffy’s
case, his roommate only received a
ticket yet Duffy’s car was towed before he was warned. Schatz, do you
advocate this kind of unfairness’!
My advice to you, Chief Schatz,
is to clean up your act followed by a
public relations campaign to promote
goodwill for the department
Mynette Boykin
Junior
Public Relations

Editors’ Extra
Jeni
Uyeda

Trick or treat?
Halloween isn’t just for kids anymore. Adults
are getting into the world of pretend more than
ever before. Tomorrow you will see costumes
everywhere from the supermarket check stands, to the
office. on the public roads and on into some imagina- .
tive evening affairs.
In recent decades, spook night was mainly dedicated to children’s activities of going door-to-door to
get some tricks or treats, hut this hasn’t always been
true. Halloween started off as a day of macabre which
had its beginning in the prehistoric times. Early festivals were celebrated under the cloak of the supernatural. Sacrifices were made to ward off demons. ghosts
and even Satan.
Early Christians did their best to adapt to the celebration and its religious thoughts. Although they
turned this day into a celebration of All Souls’ Day,
many people kept going hack to the belief that this dims
was meant to celebrate the supernatural not nisi the
good beings but the evil as well.
Thank goodness children today aren’t familiar
with Halloween’s true purpose it would scare the
daylight out of them.
But now Halloween is known as a time when everyone can dress up and he the person or thing they
would never have thought of being. The real you can
come out during this celebration. People who are conservative can dress wild and get away with it and people who are wild can dress conservative and not be
laughed off the face of this earth.
People begin to ponder what they should he early
every year. Usually this thought process begins right
after the last Halloween party has ended. Their imagination goes on and off throughout the year. Until finally. a week before Halloween arrives everyone begins to panic because they don’t know what they
should he or those who know what they want to he
don’t think they can get up enough nerve to dress up
the way they had planned to.
Then there are people who are party-poopers and
would rather not lower themselves to such childish activities. Halloween is a time for everyone to express
themselves and be creative.
But remember, while celebrating in costume this
year. a thought to the comfort and safety of the appropriate costume is in order. Whether ills a mask or a
full costume that goes around your head and your entire body, being able to see and move without a lot of
constriction is an important consideration. Everyone
should have a full spectrum of vision to he able to
climb stairs and avoid running into furniture or other
people and most of all to drive from one party or destination to the other.
And, unfortunately. the modern scourge of tampering with the goodies given out is with us. Children
who go out to collect treats should be warned not to
eat them until they are examined by an adult.
And even for the adults. Halloween is a time to
have a masquerade party of some sort. hut is also the
time for many of your friends to play practical, scary
jokes. Don’t he taken in by any of them.
Along with a Halloween party and its practical
jokes usually comes heavy amounts of alcoholic consumption. Well, here is a friendly reminder for both
the adults and the children who are participating in this
year’s Halloween celebration: eat a good dinner before
going to do your thing and try to he well rested That
way children will be less tempted to dig into their trick
or treat bags and adults will he less likely to get drunk
That way the kids will be a lot safer and so will the
adults.
Instead of the ghoulish spirits of past Hallow’s
Eve which no longer dominate festivities. Halloween
today is an opportunity to exercise the imagination and
to put some once -a -year fun into your life. As long as
no one body gets carried away, this celebration can be
fun and safe for everyone involved. With a little
effort . it can he a unique enjoyment.
.leni Uyeda is the assistant special assignment
editor. Editors’ Extra is an open forum for editors
who appear on a rotating basis every Tuesday and
Thursday .
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Com justices’ future
in doubt, poll shows
LO ANGELES (AP) - State
Suprens Court Justice Cruz Reynoso trals in his confirmation battle for le first time, while voters
are clotly divided on Justice Joseph Gxlin, and Chief Rose Bird
continua to lag by nearly a 2 -to-1
margin according to a new
statewie poll.
Tb KABC-Teichner Associates DU of 1,2(10 registered voters shtvs Reynoso with 20 percent
in fave. 26 percent opposed, 33
percen of the voters saying they
don’t how how they’ll vote and 21
percensaying they never heard of
him.
IrTeichner’s Oct. 8 survey.
Reynm had 19 percent in favor of
his cofirmation, 15 percent op-

posed, with 66 percent undecided
or never heard of him.
Gmdin, who narrowly led in
the earlier survey, received 21 percent in favor, 24 percent opposed,
34 percent don’t know and 21 percent reporting they never heard of
Grodin.
Bird. who has lagged in virtually every statewide opinion poll.
continued to trail decisively. 29
percent in favor, 52 percent opposed and 20 percent undecided.
On Oct. H. Bird trailed by a slightly
wider margin, 23 percent in favor.
SO percent opposed.
Teichner said the poll was
conducted Oct. 23-25.

Controller cleared in Cerritos crash
WASHINGTON (Al’) - Investigators are steering away from suggestions that a controller’s preoccupation
with an errant private aircraft played
prominently in the collision last August of a Mexican airliner and another
small plane near Los Angeles.
Sources close to the investigation
said yesterday there are clear indications the Aeromexico Airlines jetliner
and a single -engine Piper PA -28 collided before the controller became embroiled with the so-called "pop-up"
aircraft.
The collision of Aeromexico
Flight 498 and the Piper PA -28 on
Aug. 31 over Cerritos claimed 82 lives
and prompted the Federal Aviation
Administration to step up its enforcement campaign against pilots who violate restricted areas near major airports.
National Transportation
The
Safety Board is scheduled to release a

The controller did not become involved with
the "pop-up" aircraft until after the collision,
records and sources indicate.
series of documents today, including a the Piper PA -28 may have been on the
transcript of conversation in the cock- radar screen of the controller directing
pit of the Mexican jetliner that is ex- Flight 498 hut not observed because
pected to indicate the time of the colli- the controller was distracted by the
sion.
third plane, a Grumman AA5 bound
The cockpit tape will "curtail front Fullerton to Van Nuys. that had
speculation" about the signficance of improperly wandered into the area.
the controller’s distraction with the
NTSB investigators have deterthird airplane since it will show the mined the Piper’s transponder was
collision may have occurred as much working and had sent a signal to the air
as 15 seconds before the controller traffic control computer at Los Anclearly became preoccupied by the geles International Airport, providing
location, hut not altitude, officials
third plane, one source said.
The two planes would have been said.
on a collision course well before that,
The controller who was directing
Flight 498 has told investigators he did
the source added.
There has been speculation that not see the Piper on his screen, hut

he could face up to 30 years in prison.
Griffin Bell, a former U.S. attorney general who is acting as an adviser
to the Nicaraguan lawyer, lell yesterday to prepare the defense after Sandinista authorities barred him from seeing Hasenfus. Bell said he would
return Sunday.
Reynaldo Monterrey. the tribunal’s president. said on the government Voice ot Nicaragua radio that

Hasenfus is charged
with terrorism,
conspiracy and
violating public
security.
Hasenfus’ lawyer could have 50 advisers if he wished, but only Sotelo Borgen could see evidence presented in
the case.
The card, which purportedly gave
the captured mercenary access to restricted areas of llopango was numbered 4422, was made out to Hasenfus
and bore the Salvadoran air force emblem.
The card, issued July 28 with an

expiration date of Jan. 28, 1987. read
"Group: USA" and "Specialty: Adviser." On the reverse, under "Restricted areas," was a list of numbers.
Hasenfus has said that he participated in 10 arms drops to the U.S hacked rebels from bases in El Salvador and Honduras and that the operations were coordinated by the CIA.
He parachuted from a burning C123 when it was shot down Oct. 5 and
was captured a day later in southern
Nicaragua. Wallace B. Sawyer of
Magnolia. Ark.. American William
Cooper and a third crew member died
in the crash.
In Washington, the State Department contended that Hasenfus has
been denied due process.
"The issue as far as we’re concerned is that Hasenfus receive fair
and equitable treatment. He’s a private
American citiien on trial before a
communist tribunal." said State Department spokesman Charles Redman.
1k said the Sandinistas are not interested In itistice but rather in a
"show trial.**
Hasenfus has said he worked for
Corporate Air Services, which has the
sante Miami address as a company formerly owned by the CIA. Southern Air
Transport.

SAN DIEGO (Al’)-- Gov.
George Deukmejian says it is "unlikely" that schools will get any bigger
share of the state’s treasury in the next
few years, and that educators may
have to give up some special programs
if they want smaller class sizes.
In an interview between campaign appearances, the Republican
governor discussed a wide variety of
issues he expects to face if re-elected
to a second term.
Among other things. Deukmejian
said, he expects to continue to cut the
staff and budget of the Coastal Commission -- hut not abolish it and
propose a reform of state income tax
laws to conform with the new federal
law. He also said he is reconsidering
the need for a major water project in
the Sacramento -San Joaquin Delta.
He said he continues to support
the spending limits enacted by government gadfly Paul Gann’s 1979 spending limits initiative, and he predicted
that he will have a better relationship
with the Democratic leadership of the
Legislature next year "after I’m reelected, and they see I’m going to be
there for four more years."
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The School of Business will ac- Center, Busirs Classroom I. from
cept registration for a "Careers in In- noon to 2 p.iti’.‘iiiday. call I.upe at
ternational Business" symposium, to 277-2272 for.litfOrniation.
be held Nov. 8 at the World Trade
Center in San Francisco, from 8 a.m.
The SJSU Staff for Individual
to 2 p.m. today. Call 277-3408 for in- Rights will sponsor a panel discussion
formation.
for Gay and Lesbian Awareness Week
Future Percalled "AIDS Update
class.
spectives" front 12:10 to 1:45 p.m.
for
the
last
CPR
Sign-ups
Nov. 3 and 5, will be from 8 a.m. to 5 today in the Student Union Almaden
p.m. today and tomorrow in the Health Room. Call Martha at 277-3818 for inBuilding, Room 121. Call Oscar at formation.
277-3622 for information.
The Linguistics Association will
Outspoken will host a talk on sponsor a speech by UC-Berkeley
Proposition 65 by Tom Hayden at Prof. John Ohala, "Smiles. Sex and
noon today in the Student Union Am- the Symbolic Use of Speech Sounds"
phitheatre. Call Marlene at 28(1-7627 at 1:30 p.m. today in the Student
for information.
Union Unumhum Room, Call Manju
Ohala at 277-28012 for information.
The Robotics and Automated
The Re-entry Club will host a
Manufacturing Club will meet at noon
today in the Engineering Building,
Room 337. Call Richard at 724-2350
for information.
The U.S. Postal Service will be at
the Career Planning and Placement

Ken Lam
Brian Kale

Salad. Greg Stryker.

I
Futons
Futon Covers
Frames
Folding Beds
Platform Beds
Pillows

Photograph"
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ham Haile, MI Swift, Denise Wender
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Flasboth RAM Leslie Crow. Colleen Gong.
Cindy One, and Tsutsurni, Jude Wescoet, Mi
Yokoylla

thottottno Illehatonlo
Donne fier, Tom Cheney.

He said he would not support efforts to exempt schools from Gann
spending caps, hut stopped short of
saying he would never support amending or repealing the 1979 constitutional amendment
RELATIONS WITH LEGISLATURE - He predicted that the
Democratic leadership of the Legislature, if returned to office as expected, will be More cooperative with
his administration next year, once
elections are behind both parties.
"A lot of what they were doing
(this past year) was trying to make it
more difficult for me to get reelected." Deukmejian said. "I think
they’re going to be more willing to
play a more responsible role after I’m
re-elected, and they see I’m going to
be there for four more years.

Union Altnade,n, Room. Call Steve at
293-4630 for information.

noun Room, Call Wendy at 277-27(17
for information.

The Theatre Arts Department will
’
The &1St" Ski Club will sponsor a
sponsor workshops by choreographer Halloween masquerade party at 7 p.m.
a.m.
to
from
9:30
Linda Kostalik
tOmorrow at Clover Hall in San Jose.
12:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Studio Call C’huck at 268-5633 for informaTheatre. Call 277-2763 for informa- tion.
tion.
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity will
The Women’s Center will sponsor a discussion. "Who is Rose Bird have a haunted house for children from
and Why Are They Saying Those Ter- 7 to 10 p.m. tomorrow at 279 E. San
rible Things About Her’?" at 4:30 p.m. Fernando Street. Call Frank at 286tomorrow in the Student Union Costa - 6043 for information.

THE FUTURE IS IN

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
A representative will be on campus
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1986

to discuss

GRADUATE STUDY

THUNDERBIRD
AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
GLENDALE. ARIZONA 85306

Interviews may be scheduled at
CAREER PI %.

PLACEMENT CENTER

ONLY A SMALL BITE
OUT OF YOUR BUDGET.

SJSL1--

Reporters
t award Boom Andy Bird, Paula Ray Chums
!muse, Hrei,edrow. Oscar Guerra, ton Gal
men. Jane!! lull. Scott G Hamilton Gene
Jobnson Jr , an lbw. Sue Kiyabu. Mar, Mar
tin, Amy I_ Malan, flood Rickard. Frank Mi

chael

On specific issuer: he expects to
face if elected to a second four-year
term, Deukmejian said:
SCHOOLS Education will remain his top budget priority, but "we
cannot just continue to increase the
share of the pie for education unless
we can do some dramatic reductions
elsewhere."
"What I want to do is bring together the people within the educational community and try to reach some
kind of a consensus as to whether there
are some areas that are of higher priority, and if so, what are they willing to
compromise on in existing programs. . ," Deukmejian said.
THE GANN SPENDING LIMIT
"I supported it strongly, and I’m
going to do everything I can to make it
work."

FISURF SERVICES
prese.nts._
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Steve Weekly
Kathenne Bnganti

Notttottol Mount ExoeutIvos
Nancy Folary, Colleen Haack
rower, Hart. Tel.

The Gay and Lesbian Alliance
will host two films, "The Naked Civil
Servant" and "An Early Frost," from
4:30 to 8:30 p.m. today in the Student

ZLEISURE
SERVK:ES

NY\

Richard A Hart
Marketing Wage,
Jell Ogden
Co Op A046,161,, Manager
Assistant Crib, Managers
Aloe Hochclorl

Om* Busse Karin I
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Campus Ministries will sponsor a
Vietnamese Bible study from 4 to 5:15
p.m. today at the Campus Christian
Center, 10th and San Carlos streets.
Call Tien Le at 27(1-1226 for information.

Need Help With Your Report
or Term Paper?

ItlehonI Adrr1inhrr9 Director Cyndi Merle,
Shawn Carroll
s Monagot
SPdtki
al Sections Nonagon
Aoslotoot
Lynn Hunter
Michael P Fra4
Production bung.,

Art Director .

The Christian Science Organization will meet at 3:30 p.m. today in the
Student Union Montalvo Room. Call
Julie at 272-1068 for information.

LI Word Processing Network
Fast * Accurate * Reliable
Reasonable Rates Call NOW for more information: (408) 267-9134

Cindi Hansen
SpleClelassignment Editor
Aesistat Sturciel Assignment Editor
Jen, Uyeda
4,6 Fong
Photo lad
Conan
Fro’
Editor
Allaistarr Flow
Retell

Halloween party for all re-entry students front 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. today in
the Student Union Pacheco Room.
Call Virginia at 277-2005 for information.
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Sally Finegan
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think (the Legislature is) going to be more
willing to play a more responsible role
after . . . they see I’m going to be there for four
more years.’
Gov. George Deukmejian
ii

Spartaguide

Thomas Gary Morten
DaleNeil
Awards" Sports Editor
Shelly 0 Day
Entertare FM.

Chlitt Plat

several sources know ledgeable about
the investigation said it would he exthough not impossitremely remote
ble
for the signal to be in the computer and not appear on the screen.
A transcript of radio communications by the controller during the minutes before the collision showed this
controller as being exceedingly conscientious about advising pilots of nearby
traffic even when altitude information
was unavailable.
The air traffic control transcript
does not show specifically when the
Aeromexico DC -9 and Piper collided.
But a chive examination indicates the
collision likely occurred before 11:52
a.m. and 18 seconds, according to one
knowledgeable source.
The Los Angeles tower controller, however. did not become involved
in a lengthy exchange %A di the Grumman AA5 "pop-up" aircraft until
1 I :52 a. m 29 seconds,

Deukmejian lists future issues
if he is elected to another term

Captured American faces tribunal
MA1AGUA, Nicaragua (API - -A goverment prosecutor yesterday
opened ie case against U.S. mercenary Euene Hasenfus by presenting
documeis found after Sandinista
troops sot down his Contra supply
plane.
Thtprosecutor. Ivan Villavicencio, haned evidence to the court secretary. ’eluding a card Nicaraguan
authorits said gave Hasenfus access
to restriied areas of Ilopango military
airpon i El Salvador.
N her Hasenfus nor his Nicaraguan 1 yer. Enrique Sotelo Borgen,
were i tun. Presentation of evidence
by the osecution and defense 10 the
specialrolitical tribunal trying the first
Amer* captured in Nicaragua’s 4 1/2 year wt was to last eight to 12 days.
Hsenfus* lawyer said in a telephone iterview that once the prnseculion prsents its case, the tribunal has
to notiy him in writing so he can respond in writing. It was not clear
whethe he would be allowed to present dense arguments in person.
It nfus, a 45 -year-old former
Marine from Marinette. Wis.. is
charged ’\with terrorism, conspiracy
and viol ing public security. If convicted b the three -member tribunal,
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.11
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Prospect Road
5333
408-996-2932
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Mtn View
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Open Seven Days
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Great copies Great people.
310 South Third Street
(across from McDonald’s)
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Spartans
drop down
in rankings

Tomfoolery
Thomas Gary
MorIan

The Spartan volleyhi4 team, due
to a pair of PCAA losse. aSt week.
dropped from its lofty No 12 national ranking it had enjoyed r the past
week in both the coaches’ ind NCAA
polls
SJSU. 18-4. which hots the NM
I -ranked San Diego StateAztecs tomorrow night, fell to Ni, 5 in the
NCAA poll.
Earlier in the season, t* Spartans
blew a two-game lead in a earthreiiking loss to the Attecs in SarDiego.

Media myths
took a while, but Spartan quarterback Mike Perez
Itand the surprising 6-2 football team are gaining
national recognition. Pere/ was listed in the Chi ago Tribune’s weekly ’Heisman Watch." and the
Spartans received four - count ’cm, four! - - votes in
the latest Associated Press Top Twenty poll.
Unfortunately. Pere/ has about as much chance
to win the coveted Ileisnian award as I do - for
God’s sake, he didn’t even make the "Heisman
Watch- in the San Jose Mercury News! - - and the
Spartans will have to win big in every game to move
from 33rd in the nation into the Top Twenty.
the whole business of the [leisLet’s lace it
man trophy is a sham, and the rankings reflect the narrow concerns ol sportswriters who are biased against
the PCAA conference.
You see, the media have already decided which
players and teams are worthy of recognition before the
season even begins If a player is on a big -name team
and has a massive public relations campaign to ballyhoo hint, he magically becomes a Heisman candidate.
And it a team has a winning tradition in a big.
lime conlerence, like the Par- It) or the Big 10, it can
make the poll with a record barely over .500.
Pere/ has been the nation’s leader in total offense
tor five weeks, and his remarkable game against Pacific ranks as one of the hest passing exhibitions in
NCAA history According to the quarterback rating
system, his II 01-19, 508 -yard performance is the
fourth -hest ever hy a Division I player.
Yet such mats tall on the deaf ears of the Heisman
selection committee, which is largely made up of writers. And after all. Peret plays for SJSU, a PCAA
i snicker) school with a "soft" schedule.
If these people would set aside their preconceived
notions for a second and consider the actual performance of the player (instead of the performance of his
P.R. man), they might discover that Pere/ is a legitimate candidate for the award. They also might notice
that SJSU split four games with Pac-10 schools and
could have won them all were it not for turnovers
Given the unfair and blind process which results
in the selection of the Heisman winner, it is amazing
that Pere/ made anyone’s list. Unless the Chicago Tribune’s listing was a typographical error -- and you
really can’t rule that out, given the selection process
the paper deserves to he commended for going
against the gnarled grain which has warped the concept of the Ileisman award.
On the other hand, where was the Mercury? Does
it even care about Perris domination of opposing defenses? His name was absent from the San Jose paper’s "Fleisman Watch." Obviously, Mercury staffers arent watching very carefully.
Instead ()I taking the hold course which the Tribune has. the Mercury has conformed to the illogical
and and ill-conceived notion of what it takes to qualify
for the Heisman award. Maybe the paper, inspired by
the Tribune’s move. will wake up to the unfairness of
the situation and make an effort to help change it.
The train as a whole is better than its ranking indicates Why is Fresno State (which fell to SJSU earlier this season) ranked ahead of the Spanans? It’s
simple. the Bulldogs have a "Heisman Trophy candidate- in Kevin Sweeney (at least he was before he
took the field this year). and ESU didn’t lose in 1985.
The point is, what does last year have to do with
what’s happening in 1986?
The Spartans, 21)-I last season, are the nation’s
top passing team, and their defense is ranked sixth nationally against the run. Do these figures mean anything to the people who determine the poll?
Unless the system changes, the Heisman award
will never represent the country’s hest college player,
which it purports to do. and some of the nation’s hest
teams V. ill labor in obscurity due to sport., ii ters sitting on a shaky twill
Thomas Gary Morino is tin- sports editor.

Mets confident
they can repeat
The chant
NEW YORK (AP)
pion New York Mets, confident and
cocky through 108 regular season
tones, the National League pi:1Ni rtts
and the World Series, already are talk
ing about doing it again next season
"We will get better,’’ said Man
ager Davey Johnson, the man whit
vowed he would try to build a dynasty
"This Series taught us a lot A lot
of our guys will get better Imm it Ron
Darling Darryl Strawberry Even Bob
Ojeda. (Dwight) Goodell 1who had an
earned run average of 8.00 during the
series) has a lot to prove next year.
"We will get better because we
have an influx of young talent. It is a
trend we have set. This Series was a
growing up period for a lot of our
guys."
During Tuesday’s public celebration of their World Series victory
over the Boston Red Sox. Mookie
Wilson sounded the rallying cry.
1986, the Year of the Mets
1987. the Year of the Mets 1988, the
Year of the Mets,- he told the thou
sands of tans

TIBETAN
BUDDIST MEDITATION
Study & Learn in a
4 week class based
on Buddha in the
Palm of Your Hand:

At that time, the gamevas for the
No. 1 spot in the nation.
Now, however. SJSUis battling
to stay in the PCAA race. ad thoughts
of a national championshipiave taken
the hack seat to winning le conference championship.
The team is now two etches behind defending NCAA eh:onion Pacific in the NCAA poll kr Tigers
heat
ton the Spartans a week ag in StockAlan Dep

The Spartans’ outside hitter Gina Watson, #3, spikes the hall in an earlier match this season., as Shawna DiBiaso looks on

SJSU hosts No. 1 San Diego State
By Karin I.. Small
Daily staff writer
The 114-4 SJSU volleyball leant, coming
off a tiring, up-and-down week that saw it
split four conference matches, needs to post
a win against No. I -ranked San Diego State
when the two PCAA teams meet tomorrow
night at 7:30 in Spartan Gym.
"The key to a victory over San Diego
State will he our ability to play well enough
as a team to force the Attecs to doubt
whether or not they can beat us," Spartan
coach Dick Montgomery said.
SJSU dropped to 7-4 in the PCAA as a
result of two losses last week, one each to
Pacific and UC-Santa Barbara. But victories
over UC-Irvine and Cal Poly San Luis
Obispo helped the Spartans avoid a major
slide in the standings_
Montgomery said the past week included one more loss than he would have
liked, due to what he termed a "flat spot."
I don’t
"We were never in a slump
use that word,- he said. "We were definitely mentally fatigued after playing six
matches in 10 days, five of which were
against top-I0 teams away from home.
We had four team goals before we left

or I lawaii earlier this month oh I they weic
to split with UH (Hawaii), which we did; get
through the Irvine match at home, which we
did; Si) to UOP and beat them, which we
didn’t; and come away with at least a split
between Cal Poly and Santa Barbara, which
we did also
"We were treating the Cal Poly match
as just another match, hut the Mustangs set
themselves some goals alter heating San
Diego State. and they wanted to beat the top
two teams in the country. They gave us a
war, and we could have easily lost,- Montgomery said.
The length of the Cal Poly match made
big difference in the Spartans play the next
night at Santa Barbara. The Gauchos, who
had taken care of Fresno State in just 32 ininutes the night before, were well -rested. The
Spartans. on the other hand, were definitely
weary.
"Our starters were dead tired,- Montgomery said. "We just couldn’t keep up.
and Santa Barbara played very well. In the
fourth game of the match I pulled the starters. because I honestly felt we couldn’t win.
"I also had players on the sidelines who
I knew were thinking to themselves that they

Charger coach resigns
SAN DIEGO i All
San Diego Charger coach Don
Coryell resigned yesterday following a meeting with team
owner Alex Spanos. a Charger spokesman said.
’I feel a change would be beneficial to the Chargers.’
said C’oryell. 62. Coryell was in his ninth season with the
Chargers, who are 1-7 in the current season. The team has
lost seven straight games.
Charger spokesman Rick Smith said Coryell would iv
replaced by Al Saunders. who was named assistant head
coach at the end of last season.
Coryell is the only coach to win more than 100 games
at both the professional and collegiate level.
In 14 years as an NFL. head coach at St. Louis and San
Diego, Coryell was 114-88, including playoff games. His
collegiate coaching record in three seasons at Whittier and
12 seasons at San Diego State University. ending in 1972.
was 127-24-3.

SAN JasE STATE
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415,322.8860
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Presented by
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SJSU is ranked sins in the
coaches’ poll. which also Ids SOS as
the top team in the country
The Spartans latest rakings are
the lowest they have been ince they
were ranked seventh nationdy in preseason polls.

,ould play better than iv Iltls.,,e1 Ail, out there
on the court. I felt I needed to give those
players a chance to see if they really could do
a better job.’

Coaches’ Poll
The Collegiate Volleyball Coacrts Asso
ciabon pea* COnducted weekly Wong its
50 members

As tar as tomorrow night’s match with
the A/tees is concerned, Montgomery said
he hopes SJSU vs ill not suffer a large drop in
intensity .

I
2
3
4
5
6.

SDS, 33-2
BYU, 27-2
Hawaii, 19-3
UOP, 20-3
Nebraska, 18-3
SJSU, 16-4
7 Texas 14-4
8 UCLA, 21-7
9 Stanford, 12-6
10 UCSB, 18-8.
.

"Our s:chedule thus far has given us no
breaks, and we haven’t been maintaining a
suitable level of intensity." Montgomery
said. "But we aren’t panicking, either,’’

869
818
768
749
697
655
599
567
506
477

NCAA Poll

SOS comes into the match ranked No. I
in the nation.

The National Collegiate Athlete Associa
lion poll is conducted weekly ancid as re
gronal committee of coaches axtedminis
trators

"We are going to have to play good,
solid, tenacious volleyball to beat SDS."
Montgomery said. "Their blocking game is
a little stronger than ours, and their sery mg
is, also. They have a bigger team in general.
hut I don’t think that will affect us as much.
Besides, we’re at home. ’

2
3
4
5,
6.
7
8
9
10

Spartan Gym is expected to he filled lo
capacity for tomorrow , match, and it should
he noted that no Gold Coupons w ill he honored for this match

SOS
BYU
UOP
Hawaii
SJSU
Nebraska
UCLA
Texas.
UCSB.
Stanford

160
152

141
139
12e
116
114
106
95
88

The Ultimate
Double Creature!
See Two Of The Year’s Monster
Hits For The Price Of One.

BEACH
vs. LONG
STATE
Saturday, Nov. 15,1:30 p

’
,

?Adults. 4 Chedien
Gieremei Adin.un 55 ,.okiR4Ot4d
neetienhd $e
SPcwilCeoups Comtnet Rents &mon Tickets call
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Weather Permitting
ALSO
Special Performance
America and her music
at
San Jose Civic Auditorium
Nov 14, 8 p m.

TICKET INFO 408 277 -FANS

SCUBA CLASSES
WEDNESDAY CLASS beginning November 5th
6 Week Course
Hrs.: 6-10 p.m
Location Santa Clara High School

MONDAY CLASS

beginning December 1st
- - 6 Week Course
Hri - 6-10 p.m.
Location’ San Jose City College

Complete Open Water 2 Course
Class Includes 8 Scuba Dives
Total Instruction Cost

WHEN Mon Nov 3730 pm
WHERE: Covington School
Los Altos in Room 2
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Student gets into the routine of part-time job
SJSU senior cheers for San Francisco 49ers
By Scott G. Hamilton
Daily staff writer
Si

Every week that the San Francisco 49ers play at home.
Fans
especially males -- are watching the Rush.
True, the team’s backfield is often mesmerizing.
with running from the likes of Roger Craig. Joe Crihhs and
sometimes Wendell Tyler.
But the Rush on the sidelines during timeouts is just as
exciting.
When SJSU senior Stacey Stewart breaks into a routine
with the Gold Rush. San Francisco’s cheerleading squad,
the men on the field face a serious challenge to keep the audience’s attention.
Come rain or shine, hot or (more often) cold. Stewart
and company have been making timeouts at Candlestick
Park something to look forward to since 1983.
Practicing every Saturday. developing new routines.
arriving four to five hours before game time for rehearsal.
making personal appearances . . . the schedule is exhausting, calling for a lot of responsibility on each woman’s part.

a
rs

3
a

In the end. though. Stewart said the hard work pays
off. Commitment brings respect.
’’We are a part of the 49er organization we’re
looked at as part of the team. she said proudly .
Stewart has been performing with the squad since its
inception, when the team caught up w th the rest of the NFL
and decided to brighten its sidelines.
At that time, Stewart was teaching cheerleading for the
United Spirit Association, who scouted her while she was
rooting for Washington High School in Fremont.
As a head instructor, she taught and choreographed for
high school and college cheerleaders -in -training at USA
camps throughout the western United States.
When the 49ers contracted USA to supply a cheerleadmg squad for the leant. Stewart was one of the chosen few
Siev.do said the 0,11.111,11
Althoneh she s1.is

was relativel!, simple.
"It was pretty easy, because they were all girls! had
worked with before," she said.
In spite of Stewart’s positive experience the first time
around, each successive season meant reauditioning for the
squad. But that hasn’t been too had either, she said. becau.,
USA continued to select women qualified for the oh.
’New people come in each season, hut our sty le is
about the same and our dancing ability is on the same
level.’’ Stewart said.
Now as a four-year veteran. 23 -year-old Stewart is one
of several choreographers who puts together a special routine for each home game.
That one routine, which is performed on the playing
field and never repeated, showcases the squad’s hard work
she said.
The Gold Rush also keeps approximately 20 different
routines for performance at each game.
But these are no ’’sis-boom-bah" routines.
Every time the 49er hand plays, a timeout is under
way. The shiny guild pompons fly, the smiles light up and
the Rush breaks into spirited synchronized dance.
Binoculars throughout the park zero in on the sideline
movement, and the crowd shows its appreciation with resounding whistles and cheers of its own.
Far from being mere fixtures or leering. Stewart said
she sees a direct association between performance of the
team and that of the squad.
"The better they do, the better we do. she said.
In fact. Stewart said her own admiration for the 49ers
makes it hard to ignore the game and concentrate on
cheering.
’I lose tOothall anyway,’’ she said. "One of the hardest parts of cheering is that you never get to see the game
because you’re busy on the sidelines.’’
Still, being involved with a team as successful as the

Julie Bennett Daily staff

photographer

SJSU senior Stacey Stewart pertor ttt i tt g a dance routine to music during a 49ers home game earlier this season
Although she has been dancing since sexen and
cheering since elementary school, Stewart said she expects
this to he her last season with the 49ers. She hopes to graduate in December with a degree in graphic design.
Perhaps then, at long last, the fan in Stewart will get a
chance to see a game from the stands.

49ers can he rewarding.
’The hest time was the parade utter the Superhowl.’’
Stewart said. "There was a great sense of excitement because the team had won.
"It had been a long weekend, hut it made it worth it,"
she said.

Lunchtime league bowls over faculty, staff
By Scutt G. Hamilton
Daily staff writer
Ryerson, a member of the computer lab’s Scum Roh
Sucking Geeks. studied the split helOre him Then,
with calculated awkwardness, he sent his hall gliding
down the lane. Ryerson was a picture of exaggerated body
english as he attempted to coas his hall toward the pins
When the hall -return machine had to clear the
unscathed pins lor hint. Ryerson explained his unsuccessful
strategy: "I trued to go underground to get that one . ’ ’
R)erson isn’t quite ready for the Pro Bowler’s Tour.
Neither are most of the other members of the !acuity -staff
5
3

’Everybody down here is on the
same level
that’s what’s neat
about it.’

3
5

IN

Terry Gregory,
Student t ,nion recreation director

John Duos laity sta p o ograp er
Geri Brandt, department secretary for the Econom
ics Department, bowls for the Receiv ng team.

Big banker
moonlights
as wrestler
By day.
DENVER (API
Randy Morse is a quiet banker a
man who lives with his mother and answers questions Si) softly you can
barely make out the words.
By night. he’s the 6-foot -6, 270pound grunt in the wrestling ring.
slinging his opponents into the ropes,
wrapping their legs in pretzel positions, working up the crowd to a nasty
froth: "Kick him! Kick him! Kick
him!" they yell.
Call him Rotten Randy.
Or call him Sir.
Although he wrestles every now
and again. Morse’s real job is perhaps
the most intimidating of all: assistant
vice president in charge of installment
lending.
You’ll find Morse, 34, behind a
desk in the Omnibank in University
Hills from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday. White shin, pin
dot tie, hair carefully parted.
There he walks on pink and green
carpet and looks at walls papered in a
nice leaf pattern. He listens to a receptionist say hello on the phone with the
perfect lilt: "Good aftemoo-oon Omni
Bank."
But on the weekend, he leaves
that civilized world.
If the World Wrestling Federation
is in town and one of the regulars is injured or sick. Morse trades his blue
suit for blue trunks and exchanges his
wry sense of humor for a scowl and a
sneer.
"I don’t go in and claw and
bite." he said. "1 come across as welleducated and conceited."
Morse tries to keep a low profile
about his hobby.
But his secretary at the hank
knows there’s more to Morse than just
a man who can he testy in the morning. Callers have been asking for a
strange person lately.
"First it was Rotten Randy." she
said. "Now it’s The Liquidator."

bowling league. But what they lack in skill, they more than
make up for in enthusiasm.
Since the league began as an offshoot of the 19145 Summer Staff Olympics, participants have seen it grow into
what Student Union Recreation Director Terry Gregory describes as "kind of like a social hour."
’Everybody down here is on the same level
that’s
what’s neat about it.’’ Gregory said. "No one is a ’muckety-muck ’ when they’ve got a bowling hall in their hands
The 14 three -person teams gather at noon each Friday
to bowl one game, which they pay for themselves. This
fall’s entries hail from such diverse campus department.

’We’re not competitive, we’re just
out to have a good time.’
Sue Mecham,
clerical assistant and bow ler
and offices as Student Activities. the Nlail Room and the
Payroll Department.
Many of the teams are loosely structured, some to the
point of rotating players front week to week
’’Otir whole department has been trying to get organiied soil:Ills and this is pan (il that.’ said Mary Garcia,
explaining us ity the Dousing Sers ices Department boasts
two separate teams
Garcia herself had Doer howled before this fall, hut
she managed an 85 her first week. "Between us, we can
howl about 200,’ she said. motioning toward teammates
Ramona Clark and Scott Drumond.
Several ill the teams are organi/ed more like social
clubs.
When they are not terrorizing the Union lanes. the
Slime -Sucking Geeks gather their lawn chairs for lunches
n the grass near Clark Library.

"In tact. w hen we’re done here, we’re heading out
white -water rafting for the weekend.’ team member Sharon
Gallagher said.
One thing most of the teams have in common is the desire to have fun.
Seasoned veterans encourage newer players. An eight pin frame gets nearly as much applause as a strike. A banner
reading "Team motto: break 121)!’’ declares the spirit of PC
and the Mainframes, a Computer Center team.
"There are sonic people out here who are not great
howlers, and there are sonic who are." said Sue Mecham, a
clerical assistant tilling in for the Political Science team.
’We’re not competitive. we’re just out to have a goixi
time,’’ she said.
Contrary to Mecham’s attitude, the killer instinct does
live in isolated cases.
Jim Rowen. a political science graduate assistant. said
he helps his game by imagining that the pins are his thesis
advisers.
Rum Routh 01 the SJSU Foundation said his team is
hack to avenge its loss by one pin in Ia.st year’s championships.
Perhaps most impressive. Pat Wiley. Union associate
director, howled a 28/5 last season.
But Jerry Ferraro of the Receiving team is more typical
of the league as a whole.
’Ciod, hut not going to make 100. am I?’’ she asked
usher hall rolled down the gutter.

20% Student Discount
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Lesbians address stereotyping

Flippin’ out

By Dan Kier

Daily staff writer
Even though contemporary society is becoming more liberal, lesbians have been the
focus of stereotyping, sexism and harassment.
said Martha O’Connell, administrative assistant for Facilities Development and Operations.
A discussion. sponsored by SJSU Staff for
Individual Rights, addressed these issues Tuesday afternoon in a panel forum.
The panel discussion. "The Lesbian Prespective: Stereotypes, Sexism and Invisibility,"
featured four panelists from the San Jose area.
The panelists were: Wiggsy Sivertsen,
SJSU professor of counseling and gay activist.
Amelia King, San Jose social worker, Mary
Gaddis, local construction worker and Kathleen Arzaga, senior art major and president of
the SJSU Gay and Lesbian Alliance.
The goal of the panel was to have an open
discussion about women in a lesbian perspective, Sivertsen said.
"Through education people will learn that
a lot of harassment against lesbians is based on
myths," O’Connell.

Abraham Haile Daily
Sheila Tsarnas, a human performance
senior. does a flip in front of Tower

Wiggsy Sivertsen, SJSU
professor of counseling and
gay activist, said the goal of
the panel, "The Lesbian
Perspective: Stereotypes,
Sexism and Invisibility,"
was to have an open
discussion about women in
a lesbian perspective.

Lesbians are an ins isible minority that
people in heterosexual society do not want to
hear about because of negative stereotypes. Arment and used "she" for about half an hour be/age said.
fore they gave up, she said.
over.
all
For
the
most
part
"I run into this
’The whole thing was very interesting. I
people don’t want to he educated and don’t think it made them more aware of their sexist
want to hear about gays or lesbians anymore." attitudes. Can you imagine construction workAmiga said. "It is a slow gradual change get- ers walking around calling each other ’she.’ or
ting people educated Ii takes place in talks like saying ’you girls’ instead of ’you guys,’
this
Gaddis said.
The panel and 24 audience members disStereotyping is one of the more difficult
cussed topics ranging trom negative stereo- aspects of lesbian life they have to deal with.
types of lesbians to discussing lesbianism with King said.
co-workers and retail% es
"The most difficult stereotype I have
The panel agreed with Arzaga when she
said the message she wished to convey and dealt with is the stereotypical idea that we are
out for sex only. Many people believe
calling
other lesbian women should convey, is that she
indentifies herself as a lesbian. She said her that lesbians cannot he friends with other
main point is there are lesbian women out there women, that they have to he lovers or nothing
else. This is simply not true,’ she said.
and that it’s all right lobe lesbian.
Two of the panel members.. ,Sivertsen and
Gadd’s said she works at a construction
Gaddis, who dressed in blue jeans, plaid shirts
iic where co-workers use sexist language. One
ot the things she said pointed out was their use and boots. said they were often mistaken for
of inherently sexist language. She said asked men. Sivensen said she usually points out peothem to use the term "she" in place of the ge- ple’s mistakes, and they usually apologize
about it.
neric term " he. ’
Gaddis said she will call people on it. not
Her co-workers agreed lo try her expert

staff photographer

Hall during a performance by the SIMI
gymnastics team on Tuesday..

letting it slip by as one of the audience member’s partner had done in the past. She said she
preferred to just joke about it while letting people know they were wrong.
The audience members were virtually on
the edge of their seats when the panel spoke
about "coining out." and how to tell their parents and close relatives about their lifestyles.
One young man in particular seemed very
worried when he started asking questions about
talking with parents, hut by the end of the talk,
his fears seemed abated, and he thanked the
panel members kw their frankness.
Sivertsen told the audience members
about a support group called Parents and
Friends of Lesbians and Gays which meets at
7:30 p.m. every second Wednesday of the
month at the First Congragational Church on
Hamilton Avenue.
"The whole purpose of this talk is to let
people know that we are real people. We need
to get the word out," Arzaga said. "I really
wish there were more men here because they
have a lot of stereotypes about lesbian
relationships."

Future of AIDS to be focus of panel
By Paula Ray Christiansen
Daily staff writer
The future development of AIDS is more dependent on
,air reaction to the disease than the disease itself. said Oscar
Battle. SJSU health educator.
Battle said he will talk about the various dimensions of
acquired immune deficiency syndrome in relation to society
land the ,nisinlorni,it in Ind fear surrounding the disease.
t
The panel discussion "AIDS Update -- Future Perlipectives" will be in the Student Union Almaden Room
today from 12:10 to 1:45 p.m The presentation is part of
Gay and Lesbian Awareness Week
AIDS is a complex set of symptoms that point to a
breakdown in the body’s immune system. It is not a simple
illness that can he neatly categorized, such as measles or
mumps. Battle said.
AIDS and AIDS -related symptoms are prolonged with
disabling conditions which end in almost certain death lor
victims, he saw].
And, although AIDS victims may be primarily the homosexual and bisexual population. it is not limited to these
groups
"AIDS can no longer he considered the ’homosexual
plague’ and ii is not limited to any certain geographical
area.’’ Battle said
The number oi cases ins ()Ising women, heterosexual

GAY & LESBIAN
AWARENESS
WEEK

26,566 ()Ilk 1.11 t’ases 01 .11[11red iii
mune deficiency syndrome in the
United States. and 14.977 of them, or
56 percent, were fatal.
Current criteria don’t include
such important AIDS -related symptoms as irreversible dementia
central nervous system diseases that only
recently viere found to he early manifestations of the disease. or other conditions lumped into the category (il
ARC (AIDS -related complex). which
some doctors say leads to AIDS.

You are invited to attend a

Free
Christian Science Lecture
"FREEDOM FROM THE PAST:
PIPE DREAM OR DIVINE POSSIBILITY?"
by
Brian D. Talcott, C.S.
Member of the Christian Science
Board of Lectureship
Monday, November 3rd at 8:00 p.m.
First Church of Christ. Scientist
1807 The Alameda
San Jose, California
Child Care Provided

io

males and infants is increasing. he said.
"Many people would like to pretend (AIDS) doesn’t
exist and they don’t want to know about it," Battle said.
"In this way they don’t have to deal with the disease and its
possible implications on their lives."
Battle said he sees the AIDS issue as having several dimensions.
"There are political, economic. psychological and social dimensions." he said. "and they must he properly
framed in the appropriate medical model to resolve the
problems presented by the disease."
establish public policy, a comprehensive approach
with serious consideration of the implications of the disease
in sk’h must he taken. This makes AIDS a political issue.
Battle said

Disease’s definition
not specific enough
LOS ANGELLS AP)
Researchers said the current definition ot
AIDS musses many people with the
disease, so they are studying changes
in reporting criteria that may boost the
total 14 percent.
Dr Timothy J. Dondero of the
Centers tor Disease Control said proposed changes would add "patients
who almost certainly have AIDS but
do not meet the fairly rigorous case
definition inns., required.
As of Oct. 20. there had been

9

I lie social implications are in educating the public and
getting people to recognize the existence of the disease in
their lives today, he said.
Psychological implications include dealing with fear
and misinformation about the disease, and economic implications are brinier about in defining the disease in order to
receive more funding for research, Battle said.
Battle said he wilt also speak about Proposition 64. the
AIDS initiative, pointing out misconceptions and misinformation that LaRouche states in his campaign literature.
"The LaRouche model is inappropriate for the disease
of AIDS," he said.
"LaRouche assumes a sanitation problem," Battle
said, "and that is not the problem."
"We’re feeding AIDS through fear." which is part of
the psychological dimension to the AIDS issue, he said, and
as long as there’s fear surrounding the AIDS crisis a constructive solution cannot he found.
People must he informed about the disease or our reactions to the differing views will destroy us, Battle said.
Also speaking on the "AIDS Update" panel will he
David Burgess. AIDS Project community coordinator for
the Santa Clara County Health Department and Robert Sorenson. executive director for ARIS Project/AIDS Support
Services. Steve Stein, co-president of GALA will he moderator.

Correction
Because cif an editing error, a
story in Decisions ’146. the election
supplement to Tuesday’s Spartan
Daily, inaccurately reported poll
results on Proposition 64. the AIDS
initiative.

The story, on Page 8. should
have said 10 percent of those surveyed by the California Field Poll
said they will vote yes on the measure, 26 percent will vote no, 20
percent are undecided and 44 percent had not heard of the issue.
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The Varsity Sport of the Mind

COLLEGE
BOWL
FOR A QUICK 10 POINTS-

When will the College Bowl on Campus Intramural
T ournament take place?

ANSWER

November 14, 1986

FOR A 20 POINT BONUS

Sign up your team of four players before
November 10, 1986 at the Student Union
Information Center.

for more information call 277-9588 or 277-3228

U.S.MAIL
THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WILL BE
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Campus

Iraternity members stabbed ISO
the weekend outside the fraternity
house, was still in the hospital and is
not expected to be released until today
or tomorrow. Fraternity members said
they were "really nervous" about the
incident and planned to install new
locks on the doors and issue keys to
members.

SJSU shuttle bus service has been
deteriorating since the beginning of the
semester and some riders have missed
classes as a result. However, most students who ride the buses said they
would continue to do so rather than try
to find parking on campus.
Vem McGlothlen. SJSU landscape manager and person in charge oil
scheduling the buses, said he was
waiting for written complaints from
riders before changing any bus schedules.

The construction crew preparing
the ground for the Rec Center dug a
15 -foot -deep and 30-foot -wide hole in
the field between San Carlos Street
and the Music and Art Buildings so
that workers could plug a sewer line
constructed on campus in the 1920.

Terry Hickman. one of the Sigma

Berke Breathed

Bloom County

Yesterdaily
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I he hole is being refilled with crushed
rock to improve drainage.
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Students and faculty are still dissatisfied with the 100W essay requirements, said Islamic Fiinhel. an associate professor of business. However.
Gabrielle Rico, 100W coordinator.
said he believes that everyone should
do the essays, even though their classwork did not require essay writing.
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Homosexuals should not feel excluded from Christianity. said Rev.
Dennis Moore, who was speaking on
campus Monday as gays celebrated
Ga%

and
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For). FIT. Calculus. Chemistry
and Physics Avollable el Spartan
Bookstore & Roberts Book Store
SANDY. IT. BEEN SO LONG aim.
I’ve last seen you When YO0
coming to the h.., KANDER
the Sammy (your 1111H brother)
TOM BRADLEY" Your Big Si. luvs
you and wants you to come home
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PERMA
NENE. Y"

Confidential.

335

Reywood Ave, San Jose
247-7486101 appulntment

5
Call

WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christi. Cen
ter Sunday -Lutheran ISIS am
Catholic 4 00 end 8 00 pm Please
call Campus Ministry at 208-0204
tor worshIp.counseling.prograrns
and study opportunities
Rev
Natalie ShirecEr Bob leger,Sr
Joan Panetta, Rev Sorb
1.515narF

SERVICES
BARE IT All" Stop shaving razing,
tweezing let me permanently remove your unwanted hair (chin
bikini. tummy. moustache back,
shoulders. etc I 15i. disc.nts to
students and acuity Call before
1986 & get your ist
appt el 1 2 price Unwanted hair
disappears with my care Gwen C
Cffilgren. R E Call 559-3500. la

EE’s IF."
IS THAT DESIGN pro..
due & you have no r.ources for
Ideas or what to build, 5111 Electronics Is committed to offering
low cost electronic (component)
& computer inionnellon needs for
the student Call Days 947-7736,
Eves 193-4780 as& for Joe
IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY will con
sull with SJSU student for 30 minute, FREE Practice limit.d to all
aspects of immigration and nalurolitation law
Office located
wfthin 10 minutes Irorn campus
Call Robed Ng .1 (401)
loran appointment

2s9-8400

tor
PERMANENT HAIR RE MOVAl
men and women Specal 1110 *1111
acuity or student ID Private &
confklential Weekdays. evenings
& Seturday Sunnyvale El.trolysis Center, KM Business Park al
Hwy 101 SN Fairoaks Ave 140131
734-3115.
PRESTO CLEANING & SERVICES
Homes, offices, carpets & WIndow, (408)284-3098. 269-6025
PROFESSIONAL RESEARCH for writ ere scholars, and public officials
Sp.leilring in historical, poiltl
cal, biographical topics Student
discounts available For fr. Info
write CL 0, 6003-8 Motors Lane,
Columba. MO 21045
RUNNERS, ATHLETES" Deep tissue
muscle work lor an emirs compel.
litve edge and Increased efficiency Cell Richard 11 272-6348

pus Call P J 11 923-23011
ACADEMIC WORE/ PROCESSING All
formats & group protects welcome Spell check every time. Ir.
disk storage Detaba. capebillty
Sandard & micro cassette
no
itpirproc
csna
rI
Word
Wig

on
&
word
perfect
ME
8
30-5
30
ReHrs
software
serve time now for your upcoming thesis, dissertation or menu.

051E1 UN -F ROOMS close to 101. 15
mine Inn SJSU Washer. dryer,
non-smokers
utilities
share
1315 ...call 729-6671 ether 8901
1920’s CI ASSiC I bdltrl yr bonus rm
Must be clean. quktl & sober 551
S 8th SI, single 8450. double
5.475 Call Robert 287-2077 alter
Sp.

PERSONAL
IRISH APARTHEID
NO
3116
Write tor FREE into PJI
Williams Rd. SJ 95117 i’nd the

oppression
Free examination

&

RETURNS FROM HER DATE
E sa,dt5

a

A NICETIME?! " THAT COULD
MEAN AIVITNWal DID You
TALK mow- las TDB LIKE
I ADVISED YOU TO?

CASH

REBATE
$5 cash discount
In new customers on reports III
pages One page free typing on
reports 2-9 pages Prolinslonal
typist and skilled word processor
LaserWriter Plus printing Pickup

NO, BUT .100) miaNT SAY Thlar You
Alto I ARE INTiMATCLY FAmtUA
vJITH HIS LINE OF WOW’.
INTIMATELY FAMIUAR"2
MORE THAN WE’D LIKE TO B

end delivery Highest quality work
at student rates SI 50 page Call
DAYSTAR al 358-2717
ACCURACY

AL WAYS

Professional

resutts every time Theses, papers. resumes and dissertations
Serving Evergr.n, SSJ & few
minutes from SJSU Student discount with this ad or 10 Call
(40)8274-0852
AFFORDABLE WORD PROCESSING
Specializing in resumes, term pa.

Sheila Nea

Isaac Newt

peretran.raption

No iob too
smell’ Student discounts Pfser
SJSU Teachers welcome’ Office
Alter.tives. 794.7974

v
wHATAae?
,trviu L! IsIENN6
WAD ITAY-AlvoLi OLYR

Spike still in

Underland...

AMY WILL TYPE your paper tor only
SI per psge, double spaced On
campus each day for pickup & de
livery Call 749-4075 leave mes
sage

111-Kit AD4144?

IT FIGCRE3
ETHNOCENTRIC
LITTLE CREEP’

:64

A WAY WITH WORDS prompt eau rate. literate B A 10 111110,5 Wang
Word Processing, spelling errors
correct.. long manuscripts witi
come Will pick up deliver Also
available critical reading, assis
lance In rewriting Dan 0 Re.
978-0277
BARRE SWORD PROCESSING Have
lob will process Esperienced in

Eric Kieninger

Thick Crust
GVN! I FOUND TIE

theses, manuscripts, papers. resumes
professional
back-up
work Reeitonabie rat. I ailed
conveniently Call Barb* at 9784370

I &WE UP A WORSE i
YOU CAN BE

UST COS/DAIS fblz

us ro pgess

BECK

SECRETARIAI
Student papers, resumes, business typing
needs word processing Willow

1.14E FRONT

AND I’LL FE

Glen area Cali II. et 287-8234

How 1r, SIAN!
LET ME Floc T7*
C0sTuAlE,x4y?
oxity

’Ca gies

RI OSSOM
HILL SANTA
TERESA
AREA Fast accurate typing end
word processing swell.. mv.n
days week Limited ptcapp &
delivery 365-1012
CALL

LINDA

FOR

PROFESSIONAl

word
processing
Reports
the.s, dls.rtalions, group pro

414

(ects. resumes Guaranteed quick
return Per peg* and hourly rates
Tran.ription available Almaden Brenham ar. Fr. disk store..

Classified

Prof St.o Typing Service (408)
264-4504
Do you have a paper due soon, Does
II noil lo be typed, Call today to
schedule your word proc.s1ng

TYPIST" Near Lalgtl & cam.
den Reports term papers etc
Eating
...sae
Correctable
From
typewrater
..tronic
51 50 double spec. page Cali Bill

EXPO

lob Quick turner.. .curate
$21. page 993-9260. Word tor
Word Enterprises -5.J

at 371-5933

EDITING WORD PROCESSING, 26694413 Emphasis on correct punc-

XPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
personal legal business
word
processing needs Titan pews

tuation sentence structure, and
formatting (Turabian. SPA, etc)
Former English mak, highly dependable Willow Glen Ar., easy

reports, r.umes, cover letters
theses dissertations manuals
All acedemic tormats
APA
Spelling, grammar punctuation

Morton
Call Mrs
to locate
(Marsh. from 13M.8PM at 7869448
ENTERPRISE

assistance All wort. guaranteed
Prot.sional contideffilei and dependable service al AFFORDA

WORD PROCESSING
research papers,

Term papers,

BLE RATES" Free disk stomp*
Pam, 247,2611 (Santa Clare) See
SJSU Fell 86 011001015 of class..
additional coupon savings

theses & dissenetions (Campbell,
Turablan, *PA 3rd led I, scr.nplaya, resumes. cover & tollotv-up
letters. manucripts (books, arti-

M.

INEXPENSIVE
QUICK WORD processing $t 00 per pegs no mid
mum Thesis, dis.rtallon. etc
RHE MA GRAPHICS at 365.9038

transcriphon
cles, shal
Free SPEL-CHEK, minor edll
requ.ted), proof, disc storage
Student faculty discounts Clack

NEED

turnaround 246-5825

THAT

FORGOTTEN

PAPER

typed host, Let me help’ Term papers, letters, reports thes., mesearch wets
fest and prof’s&
grammar
FREE
alonelly,

EXCELLENT TYPING SERVICE Term
papers, theses. resume*. dIse.
taboos etc tor students and faculty We also do tape transcription and bOolikeepIng Free Ma
storage Ce11245-1 769

spelling assistance Reason..
rel. Cell Marcie al 794-6347
(wont Nave rffie.g. 01 926-1774

before 10 pro
PROCESS IT WRITE" Faculty and Mu
dents ten rely on accurate
timely production or ffiffiffitters,
reports, resumes, pubiketions,
correspondence.
manu.rapts,
etc Will ald in grammar spellIng
punctuation For prompts 7 day
m.o.., leave me... for
Pamela at (401) 27541253
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST -Wan papers,
the.s etc Accurate. prompt
$2 25001 space per page Sara
toga area call Joan al 711-5860
PUT YOUR worins in their best per
samba
Experienced
sional word processing

prof.,
papers

theses. resumes Speciolisl in
1.1iniCel,
scientific
propcl
SI 75-13 page Call Vicki al 281
3058 IBM er.
QUALITY

TYPING

SERVICE

for

all

your typing needs Student rates
’tinging from SI 10 01 75 per page
Quick turnaround Din storage
for 30 days Call (408) 9464967
Ask tor Arbon.ds or leave message

& spell chock all documents Cell
Kelley al 972 2907
RESUMES
COVEII F TIERS
arId
business correspondence Assistance vrith vocabulary .nutnce
slruclur, and torm if requ.ted

RELIABLE

WORD
PROCESSING
DONE al reasonable rates with
quick tvmaiovnd time WIII setup

sr. Long range assignments
con be submitted by meil w your
remittance

Cali 266-9448
We use 1601 01

WORD PROCESSING -RESUMES We-

COMPUTER Word Star and letter
quality printer Resume SS up
Typing SI 50 pg. double space
On. block from campus PC-

als and term papers Reasonaffie
rates Otality service, able to do
bold like and rIght margin (us.
cation Cell 759-9446 Not far nom
SJSU

RESUME & TYPING

COM. 404 5 3,0 SI ..2. corner of
S. Sabra., PC-COM. 295-1606
SUCCESS

ENTERPMSE
PROFESSIONAL typing & business services Fast, reesonablt. & ffier university Call (408)792-4047

THESES

REPORT PAPERS Word
Omiessing 0 ffia attention to
detail 5209 tor studeets. 63 pg
In, protessanals Resumes SIO
Save your work on the IBM PC la
later use Grammar. punctuation.
& spelling cheated printed
in
publications quality
Erickson
Word Processing 377-5293

TYPING DONE

on machine

accurate wort Reasonable rates.
Assignmeots 10 pgs
Si 50 pg
and over till be accepted only
Call (406) 738-1676 Sunnyvale

REASONABLE robs
Call Patti at 246-5633

TYPING SERVICE for students and In.
sfructors Depend.., reliable,

WORD PROCESSING
tudents in
structors smell business Term
papers, thesis resumes. man
tali, dissertations, mess rneirang
spelling chock, etc Reasonable
ales Can 5 & R Desk Top Sono
al 274.7567 Pica up and de
avallebier
WORDPROCESSING ON state 0115.
art equipment Papers graffito.
etc Discount on 2.0 lob Call 3703494
7FF s TYPING and Secretarial Sea
Ices Fast accuale work mail
web Located
able seven by.
In the Blossom Hill Sena Teresa
aloe I Imbed plck -up and deny
wry Call 365.1017
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STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PI AN
Enroll now’ Save your teeth, eyes
and money too For information
and brochure see A S Office or
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Stud., Discounts
Guaranteed work Only 10 min
ules Iron, campus Words and
more (Pam...923-7810

Wanda Folk

School Daze

SAMNA

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every lime F.

(PUS)

BACKACHE’’,

We offer an intensive or 10 tab
course, indvdi or group classes
For more Into cal 993-3730

eppl . 1645 S. Bascom Ave CC
HAIR TODAY GONE TOMORROW

SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS AIDE" Car.
Ing for children 251e-5yrs Close
to campus. flexible hours
tact Holly at 293-2208

LEARN RUSSIAN FROM A NATIVE
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Plans submitted for 9th Street pedestrian mall
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MALL, from mix,’ I
streets what we said we would a decade or
more ago,’" she said.
The revival of plans for Ninth Street
comes at the same time Fullerton is lobbying
the city to close East San Carlos Street between
Fourth and loth streets, also for use as a pedestrian mall.
She said city staff members were distressed that SJSU is asking to have San Carlos
Street closed, even though no work has been
done on Ninth Street.
SWA Group, the school’s master plan ar-

chitect, first submitted drawings lot a pedestrian mall on Ninth Street 10 years ago to qualify for federal funds, hut the money never came
through, said company official Bill Calloway.
Except for updating cost estimates to reflect 1986 prices, the plans remain unchanged,
he said.
Calloway said he hopes the job can he
done with as little disruption as possible.
"We’ll try to use as much of the street
pavement as possible,- he said. "But the road
near the Student Union will have to be obliterated."

Calloway said the area in I roril ot the Stu

dent Union was chosen first because III4 ire students cross there than on other sections of the
street.
Although Seventh Street, which was
closed earlier this month, is also listed on the
master plan as a pedestrian mall, the school
won’t consider that project until construction of
the Rec Center and renovation of the Engineering Building are finished, Calloway said.
"One of the reasons Ninth Street was
started before Seventh Street was because it
will take two or three years to build the Rec

More nearby student housing sought
HOUSING, from page I
can present a danger, she said.
Three members of Sigma Nu
were injured Saturday night in a
stabbing outside the group’s house
on 11th Street.
All of the housing in the area
was originally built for student use,
she said.
Fullerton said the tnoney for acquiring housing in the area could
come from residence hall revenues
and the university could work with
fraternities and sororities in converting the area to student use.
In other matters:
If Proposition 56,

the $400

million higher-education construction bond issue, doesn’t pass. SJSU
will need to embark on a private
fund-raising campaign for the renovation of Dwight Bentel Hall, Fullerton said.
Fullerton has said the bond
issue would provide moneys for
campus renovation projects including working drawings and construction on the old Science Building and
preliminary and working drawings
for Dwight Bente! Hall.
The effort would be targeted to
graduates of the SJSU journalism
and mass communications program,
she said, adding the university

would also seek support from the
communications industry
"I hope we don’t have to do
that." Fullerton said.
A decision will he made soon
on the use of 5256,2(K) in lottery
revenues that are part of a campus
discretionary fund, she said.
As soon as the decision is
made, "we’ll be sharing that with
the whole campus," Fullerton said.
tinder California State University ss stem guidelines for allocating
the funds. Fullerton has until tomorrow to submit S.ISI’’s plan for using
the money

Imgineering Building." he said.
The $20. I million Student Union Recreation and Events Center is scheduled to he finished sometime in 1988, and the Engineering
Building is scheduled for completion in the fall
of 19$l4
’elliet and

The eventual landscaping of Seventh
Street will be financed in part with money budgeted for the two construction jobs. said Barbara Pluta, SJSU design and construction manager.
’There are spine very small amounts of
landscaping money as pan of the budgets for

Rec Center and Engineering.- she said. Al
though she wasn’t sure of the exact numbers
Pluta estimated that $50,000 to $75,000 wa:
earmarked from the Rec Center budget.
Plans for translomiing Ninth Street havi
lagged in recent years because of a lack o
funds, Qayoumi said.
"Nothing has happened the last couple c
years because there was no money available
any of the (California State University) canpuses for landscaping.- he said. "That’s wh
we’re doing the job in stages.

Campus magazine wants
students’ stories, art work
MAGAZ/N/: . from page /

editor. Cousette Copeland said she
collects stories from contributors and
hands them out to her staff to read and
critique. A summary of their opinions
and comments is then compiled, from
which the final selections will be
made.
Sweet said he is unaware of any
literary awards Reed may have won in
the past, hut Copeland garnered a Phelan Award in May for a short story,
"Survivalist. Although he stressed that the
timetable is tentative. Davis said all
material should he chosen by the end
of the semester. Typesetting and
proofing will take place over the win-

ter break,
with the whole package
going to the printer by the beginning of
next semester.
The magazine, which is published in paperback hook form, will
cost $3.95. In addition to the Spartan
Bookstore, the local Upstart Crow and
Phoenix bookstores will also carry
Reed.
Although the magazine is produced entirely by and primarily. for
SJSU students and finality members.
Reed has shown up in sonic unexpected locales.
Dolores La Guardia. once an editor of the magazine and now a teaching
assistant in the department, was surprised to find a copy in a bookstore in

Israel while on . aim sin there recently .

More recently. a San Francisco
publisher requested three copies of the
1986 issue after listening to a reading
by Rachelle Reese, who had "Blacks
and Whites Are Red All Over," included in the magazine. One of them is
bound for the library at the State University of New York at Buffalo.
Although contributions to Reed
are limited to SJSU students, the policy es idently hasn’t deterred other
struggling writers from trying. Davis
said. Recently he received an unsolicited story from a writer in Montgomery. Ala,
-We get submissions from all
oy
he said

Fullerton
defends
teen ban
CONCERTS, front page!
music hand Agent Orange, she said
"I believe it’s very clear that, il
the Union did not have such a restriction, (the program board) would not
have sought Moms Dailey lor use,"
Fullerton said.
Alexander said the board likes the
auditorium for other reasons.
"It’s the best anti the only facility
like it on campus," Alexander said.
The board moved off campus to
the San Jose Cis ic Auditorium for its
Berlin concert Oct. 20.
Area clubs such as One Step Beyond are realizing that alternative’
music concerts need to be open to
those under 18 in order to he financially successful, she said,
Even so, the concern that program hoard events should appeal
mainly to SJSU students is valid. Alexander said.
Concerts, though, are only pan of
the program hoard’s schedule of
events, she said.
"You’ve got to look at the ,A hole
view," Alexander said.
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Throw out argyles,
don a red mohawk

Pandora’s Box
Wild things that go ump in the night
There was a woman who newr
washed her beehive hair-do. A slew
of spiders nested in the ratted tangles. Her hairdresser found the spiders,
which had formed intricate webs, and
spent five hours combing out the mess.
Another story in a recently published
book is about a woman who smuggled a
lap dog across the Mexican border into the
United States. She loved her little dog and
when it became ill she rushed it to the veterinarian.
The vet told her the dog would live.
hut he had some had news. Her pet was
not a lap dog. It was instead, a gigantic
Mexican sewer rat!
Weirdness is all around us and there
is one special night which traditionally celebrates it Halloween.
However, if you found spiders in
your hair or found out your beloved pet
was a sewer rat, it would be horrific and it
wouldn’t be much fun. Similarly. Oct. 31
is not fun for everyone.
Those who dole out treats have become victims of insipid pranks. They wait
huddled in their homes for the tricksters
who have a new, revised plan of attack.
Zombies don’t roam the streets anymore, they drive in carpools, traveling
from house to house. It’s quantity they
want and demand.
Dracula doesn’t suck blood he
wants a Snickers bar.
We see ballerinas. hobos and clowns
riding bikes, skateboards and mopeds so
they can make candy collections quickly.
There is no fear instilled in these
young entrepeneurs. Razor blades stuck in
apples are not their concern. Kids aren’t
scared, they’re arrogant.
However, they are given no reason to
be scared.
The plot to the "Halloween’’ movies
has become mundane. Nasty looking skeletons have been replaced by those that
smile and dance. And ghosts have been
made to look like puppy dogs with round
cheeks and big eyes that say "I wuv you."
Commercialism also takes a bite out
of Halloween horror

Halloween’s the night to act out fantasy
Fly Paula Ray Christiansen
This tonight and tomorrow you can don
your least desirable clothing and possibly win
a prize for looking like the most repulsive.
disgusting individual in the mom.
Halloween costume parties offer the
chance to shed your inhibitions by putting on
the clothes your parents told you never to
wear outside of your closet.
Yes, those purple toeless nylons and the
green leather slip (the one with the fringe)
will go just swell with a white eyelet miniskirt and red Reebok high -tops.
It’s your night to he yourself and get paid
for it, so to speak. And no one will ever know
’cause you’re not likely to he recognized. The
rules go something like this:
If you’re a yuppy, dye your hair green
and shave a stripe down each side.
If you’re a punker, dye some cotton
swabs brown and glue them (glu-stick is easiest to use) to the stripes you just had shaved
on your scalp last week.
Shoes are pretty simple - either of you
can wear loafers, it just depends on the color
and fabric.
Most clothing items are interchangeable.
One of you wears them right -side -out and ties
the sleeves around your waist and the other
turns them inside -out, pokes your head
through a sleeve and wears the pants around
your waist.
Now both of you ready to pick a place to
win a prim for being the new you.

1).11. COOPERS
lialloweening will begin at about 8 on
tonight, tomorrow and Saturday. The person
with the best costume will receive a $250
prize. There will he specials on drinks, hut
the prices are not yet set.
Locaton: 163 W. Santa Clara St., San
Jose
STUDIO 47 DISCO
A Halloween costume party is scheduled
for tonight at 8:30. There will be no cover
charge. There will also he a cash award (undecided amount) for the hest costume. Continued party tomorrow night with a $6 cover
charge.
Locaton: 47 Notre Dame Ave., San Jose
AT THE HOP
A costume party at 8 tonight is sched
uled. There will he a $100 grand prize for hest
costume. Kamikazes and "Goblin Drink
will 75 cents all night long. No cover charge
Location: Old Town, University Ave..
Los Gatos
SNEAKERS
Halloweening will begin at 7 p.m tomorrow with a costume party. Best costume
will be awarded $ I(X); most original and sexiest will receive $25 gift certificates. Drinks
will bean special; cover charge of $5.
Location: 10905 Wolfe Road, Cupertino

L.A. ROCKS

THE TERRACE

The party will begin tomorrow at it p.m.
with a costume contest at about 9 p.m.
First prize is $250; second prize is $150;
and third prize is $lat. There are no rules and
there is no cover charge.
Shots of Schnapps will be $1 a pop.
Locaton: MX) Orchard City Drive.
Campbell

A costume party with first prim of $75
and second and third prizes of $50 each is
scheduled to he held tonight. Margaritas and
Kamikazes will he 75 cents. The party is
scheduled to start at about It p.m. There is a
cover charge.
Location: 750 Pruneyard Shopping Center. Campbell

Entertainer

AIL
Costumes are bought at grocery
stores and they are cheaply made. They
aren’t scary.
Plastic Cabbage Patch dolls and
E.T.s walk the streets with plastic, smiling
pumpkins in their hands.
The people inside the costumes spit am
you. They throw wet toilet paper at your
house and hurl rotten eggs at your dog if
they don’t like the candy you give them.
An 18-year-old boy who needs a
shave knocks on the door. He’s wearing
blue jeans and a sweatshirt. He demands
goodies.
"But you’re too old and you’re not in
costume, you say to him.
In the darkness of your front yard you
watch the shadows of his friends surround
the house. As they move closer you can
sec they’re holding balloons filled with
something red and oozing. Their arms are
cocked.
"Take the damned candy," you say.
shoving the bowl filled with lollipops into
his arms.
Depressed, you shut off all the lights
and pretend you’re not home.
Suddenly, you hear a thud on your
window. In the morning you will find
splats of ketchup all over and broken
pieces of balloon covering the lawn and
hanging from the rose bushes.
A spider in your beehive might have
been more fun.
Shelly O’Day is the Entertainer editor. Pandora’s Box appears every
Thursday in the Entertainer.

SUBURBAN
** TERRORISM

SAY
UNCLE!

, by UNCLE Si NUNZIO
The Entertainer suppleinent is an
arts/entertainment guide that appears
each Thursday in the Spartan Daily.
Editor
Shelly O’Day

A

Photo Editor
Ins Fong

*

Special Sections Manager
Shawn Carroll
Cover
A creepy skull at the San Jose
Art League
Cover photo by Julie Bennett
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Haunted house’s chilling to the bone

Julie Bennett

Dady staff photographer

A trio of bewitching wenches scares up a pot of bubbling brew at the entrance of the haunted house at the Santa Clara Count
Fairgrounds
through the walls and ceiling of the
By Andy Bird
A few old halloween aquain- intricate maze that turns abruptly
tances await those who are brave of every seven or eight feet. Just as the
soul inside the world’s biggest situations seems hopeless with your
haunted house at the Santa Clara nose pinned to the wall, an unseen
attendant is there to the rescue with
County Fairgrounds.
But there is more to frighten a flashlight.
What follows is a series of
than just Frankenstein and his several familiar sidekicks. In addition to monsters, ghouls, and macabre
the more traditional ghouls, the creatures set in scenes that were
scare -seeker is treated to some orig- well designed and thought out.
All the costumes and sets are
inal scenes and suprises.
Take-offs from the movies inventive and without visible flaws,
"Aliens" and The Texas Chain - and the actors are exhuberant in
saw Massacre" arc incorporated, in their attempts to petrify passers-by.
The younger souls courageous
addition to several creature-ative
enough to brave the ghoulish tour
beasts and goblins.
The "world’s largest haunted needed constant prodding to pass by
house", as it is termed by promoter beasts and goblins that threatened to
Francisco Garcia, will be open for break free of their restraints.
The scream-factor added sigfright through Nos. 2. Hours of terror are from 5 until I I p.m. week- nificantly to the atmosphere of terdays, and from 2 until II p.m. ror, and at times it was impossible
weekends. Admission to the horror to hear or see.
Although the 15 minute voyexcursion is $4.75 for adults and
age of dread is worth the admission,
$2.50 for children.
it
would
be more convincing if set
granworld’s
is
the
exhibit
The
dest because it has the "largest and in one of San Jose’s grand, timescariest collection of halloween worn houses. Somehow it is hard to
creatures ever to creep out of the un- believe the fairground’s gateway
known," maintians Garcia, who hall is actually beset with an accusaid he has traveled extensively milation of ghostly beings and
beasts.
comparing haunted houses..
The journey through could be
The first phobia to overcome
upon passing throught the curtain is more interesting if there was more
variety
in the type of fright tactics
walls.
the fear of running into
Virtually no light seeps employed.

Disease
leads to
pumpkin
deformity
The Associated Press
Halloween pumpkins and
other cucurbits are being bewitched by an aphid-transmitted plant virus.
A Cornell University
plant scientist, Thomas Zitter,
terms the virus the "greatest
threat to cucurbits that we
know," and reports it is reaching epidemic proportions in
this country.
The disease, known as
mosaic
yellow
"zucchini
virus," affects such crops as
pumpkins, cucumbers, squash
and melons. Infected plants
show symptoms such as
mottled leaves and bumpy,
disfigured and discolored
fruits. Infected pumpkins lose
their symmetrical shape to a
series of bumps that cover the
otherwise smooth surface. The
infected fruits are safe to eat,
but their appearance will make
them less marketable.
Most grower, are afraid
to put them on their roadside
stands. litter ,as, adding
that the trus :ilso reduces the
crop y ield. Most pumpkins
grown in the United States are
sold for Halloween use.
The disease has spread
widely. It was first documented in the United States in
1982 in a Connecticut field ot
summer squash. Zitter reported, and since has turned
tip in many states including
California.

Drop In For Monday Night Football At
Catch the Excitement
on 3 Big Screen TVs
75c Kamikazes
(after each touchdown)
$1.00 Draft
Si 50 Margaritas
& Sangria
Hungry Hour
Free 20 Foot Buffet
4:30-6:30 M -F
Halloween Costume Party
October 31
Prizes for the Best
Costume

$250.00 1st Prize

279 -JUMP * 163 W. Santa Clara St.
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lggy Pop’s
got new LP,
role in film

Practice makes perfect

You wouldn’t knovy lggy Pop.
He sits in an upscale restaurant. eyes sparkling. face espresslye. tan, radiating health. looking
like a movie actor ready to tell of his
latest starring pan.
lie’s actually talking about his
new record album. "Blah. Blah.
Blah." his first lor A&M Records
and first in four years.
"It has a lot of very clearly delineated melodies - almost a first
in which I’m very
for MC
proud.’ ’ he said.
’The Kicking remains hardhitting The Iv rical oinient is no
longer sell -relerential It is not a
rock singer singing about the rock
toad and rock till you die." Pop
said.
He stopped tounng in 1953,
hut started again this fall.
"Except for a lot of acting
calls, most of which I was turned
down for, I haven’t done any appearances since I 910. "
He has a small part in "Sid and
Nancy." a movie about rock star
Sid Vicious

Pop Tops
Best-selling records 01
the week based on Cashhos
magafine’s nation,. kit ’,III
vey:
I ."Typical Male." Tina
Turner
2. "True Colors." Cyndi
I.auper
3,When I Think ot
You. Janet Jackson
Don
4."Heanheat.’’
Johnson
5.-1 Didn’t Mean To
Turn You On." Robert
Palmer
6."Throwing
It
All
Away." Genesis
7.’’Two of Hearts.’’
Stacy Q
14."Amanda. Boston
9."Human.’’
Human
I .eague
10."All Cried Out.’’
Lisa Lisa and Cult Jam with
Full Force
Best-selling
records:

country -western

I ."Diggin Up Bones,’’
Randy Travis
2."You’re Still New to
Me.
Marie Osmond with
Paul Davis
3. "Just Another Love.’’
’Tanya Tucker
4.Tlx) Many Times.’:
Earl Thomas Conley and
Anita Pointer
5. "No One Mends a Broken Heart Like You," Barbara
Mandrel!

Vernon Reed’s hands are the beat that
holds the Symphonic Rand together as it

rehearses in the Music Building Concert
Hall. Ken Ponticelli adds some key notes

Discover The Treasures Of
Amadio The Hidden Jeweler . . .
Nestled in nearby Saratoga Amadio the Hidden Jeweler offers you
handmade 14 KT frienaship and engagement nngs from $150
You can also custom design your own 141(7 or 181(7 jewelry
Amaclio the Hidden Jeweler offers you the best prices on diamonds
nems and repairs
410.4k.
So uncover the bounty at
14519 Big Basin Way
Saratoga, 867-6911

bp-

April wilt
aily stall photographer
on the clarinet, left. The band practices
every Monday, Wednesday and Friday.

C 0
OCTOBER 30 -NOVEMBER 22

JEWELER

ALL WORK
+ NO PLAY
NO FUN
Let us help you plan a fun-filled vacation and add
some play-time to the school year.
HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS
Book now! We can guarantee
you the lowest air fares available.
WINTER BREAK
Enjoy your time-off with
some fun in the sun.

City Lights

MID-YEAR GRADUATES drop in and browse
around. Pick your favorite vacation spot to celebratc
your graduation.
WALK OR DRIVE TO OUR SAINTE CLAIRE HILTON OEM I
Pick up free literature
Corner San Carlos & Market Streets
1001
293-7990
PO
I

GENERAL $7 STUDENT/SENIOR $5
RECOMMENDED FOR MATURE AUDIENCES

CITY LIGHTS THEATER COMPANY
TICKETS 408/295-8318
Theater Company, 70 N. Almaden Ave., San Jose, CA 95112
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Whoopi’s focus
changes to film

Entertainment
Briefly
Resident
Young

LOS ANGELES Altt
Followers of the standup comedian
were surprised when she became a
movie star in the dramatic "The
Color Purple .’ Whoopi Goldberg
herself is surprised she became
known for comedy.
"I planned to be known as
Whoopi
Goldberg,
character
actor." she said. "I never thought
there was anything in me to do comedy. I started out as a straight actress. People kept telling me.
’You’re a standup!’ I kept looking
around and saying (whisper). ’I’m
not really. I’m not, I’m not."’
It was Goldberg’s one -woman
show, performed in the Amblin film
headquarters before Steven Spiel berg and his staff, that won her the
role of the downtrodden Celie in
"The Color Purple."
She has returned to comedy in
the recent Twentieth Century Fox
release, "Jumpin Jack Flash,"
playing a computer operator whose
life is endangered when she keys in
on a British intelligence agent trying
to escape from Eastern Europe.
Whoopi Goldberg, whose real
name is Karen Johnson. was horn
16 years ago in Manhattan’s Chel-

CHEAT NNE, Wyo.
Wyoming and Cheyenne plan
to make perlOrmer Neil Young
an honorar?, resident as thanks
for helping raise more than
$136.360 for ictims of the
capital’s floo.1 last ear.
He will he honored :it a
luncheon Nov 12. ollici.d.
said

Censor’s
disease
EVANSVILLE, Ind
Author Kurt Vonnegut Jr. sity.
censorship isn’t on the increase, it just seems that way
sometimes.
’I think it’s a disease
that’s been around a long.
long time, like Legionnaires’
disease, maybe, or Alzheimer’s. for which its only been
recently recognited as such
and treated." he said last
week.
Vonnegut. an Indianapolis native, spoke during the
dedication of the University of
Evansvilles new $5 million
Bower-Suhrheinrich Library.
"SlaughVonnegut’s
terhouse -Five’. was banned
and burned in Drake. N.D.. in
the earl) 1,r05

Country
grub

Actress Whoopi Goldberg takes a stab at comedy on the silver screen
in Jumpin. Jack Flash,’ a recent Twentieth Century Fox release.

sea district. She began appearing in
children’s plays when she was X
years old. As an adult she worked in
clubs and small theaters between
periods in which she received public
assistance. She was married briefly
and had a daughter. Alexandrea.
11 .
Moving to San Diego in 1974.
Goldberg helped found a repertory
theater where she played dramas.
but she drifted into improvisational
troupes where her comedy
emerged.
Producer Mike Nichols saw
her one -woman performance and
volunteered to direct her on Broadway. where she became an over
night hit. That’s where Spielheir,
first saw her.
Goldberg is still amazed at hel
sudden fame, which included an
Academy Award nomination for
"The Color Purple."
"Imagine me sitting at a table
with Walter Matthau and Jack Lemmon,’ she said wonderingly.
"We’re swapping stories, and
they’re listening to me! Flint:eat,

$ok

1M4P- e

NASHVILLE. Tenn
Tanya Tucker promises her
chicken chili -cleans your
teeth, curls your hair and
makes you leel like a millionaire...
It is one of more than 2(Xi
recipes in "Cooking with
( ’0untry Music Stars... Thirty
en pet-limners share then
tasorite recipes in the new
cookbook, published by the
Country Music Foundation
Press and Marmac Publishing
Co. 01 Atlanta.

%It

BOOKSTORE&
ART SUPPLY

Aida
remembers

I

k
-Actin
NEW
Alan Aida. wIno ,tarred in the
\
shots
tele
i’non
long -running
"M -A -S -H." said the series
was successful partly because
the producers allowed actors
to voice opinions anti make
changes.
’The actors would go
through the script and raise
questions and make comments. page by page. line by
Alda said.
Asked whether the show
had changed society’s attitude
toward war, he said: "Part ot
me wishes it could have, because I personally have such a
strong antipathy toward war
and settling disputes through
bloodshed.
Entertainment Briefly is Corn piled from Spartan Daily wire
services.

az_z_
rieeetk-#.9
Oel 3/

PARAM()INI
OWES
AU-OW
455 Meridian Ave, San Jose, CA (408)286-9839
OPEN HALLOWEEN 10-12

10,
330 south

tenth at san caries

286-0$1111’

I
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Art,
Halloween
Style

By Brian Fedrow
Skeletons, hats and ominous music are
the kind of things you expect in a
haunted mansion on Halloween. But a
computerized dog and a giant pig carcass . . . 7
Raymond Avalos said it took the hard
work of six local artists, including himself, to
transform the quaint Victorian house that is
home to the San Jose An League into a macabre and futuristic vision of Halloween
Avalos is coordinator of "The Art of
Halloween." a multimedia exhibit that features everything from sculpture and pen -and ink drawing to electronic music and special
video effects. The show will run through
Nov . 6, hut Avalos said the main event will
take place tomorrow at X p.m.. when the
house will he at its creepiest.
"On Halloween night, we’ll have vampire guides. corpses. poltergeists and Ominar,
the ruler or a planet upstairs." he said.
Avalos, one of the six local artists, said
his wing of the show has been well -received
by area school kids who have toured the
haunted house/art exhibit.
One piece called "Children’s Games I
Never Played" is an eerie depiction of RingAround -the-Rosy, with a small circle of
human -sired skeletal figures suspended above

the I loot..
Avalos said children stand in the center
as the wood, canvas and metal skeletons are
spun around, bathed in red light.
"The kids want to come in tough, not
afraid," he said. "My exhibit is such that
they really interact with the art. Some get
scared, hut some just look and think about
it.’’
Avalos said he sees the giant seven -foot
tall pig carcass as a "spiritual" statement,
one that was inspired by a slaughtering he saw
as a youngster. Despite the shocking appearance. with its jutting hones and pool or
blood below it. Avalos sees it "as a life
piece."
Avalos also has on display nude penand -ink drawings of some of his friends: the
twist is that their faces are ohsured by masks.
"I captured them by body attitude," he
said. "The man with arms crossed is strong
and independent. By looking at each, you can
tell that some like to he touched, and some
not at all. ’ ’
Local artist Linda Woessner provides the
howling, pulsating music for the dark twostory house that adds to the feeling that a dismembered hand might reach out and grab
your ankle at any time.
She also has an exhibit that is a terrifying
nightmare for the insect -hater, a life-sized fig-

ure of a man iss sied horribly in the web of a
giant spider. waiting to he devoured.
The electronic world of Halloween is explored on the second floor, with the blinking
computer lights in a mad scientist’s laboratory
and a futuristic depiction of a city. a la
"Blade Runner."
Avalos said artist Vince Rowell will
have a remote control dog patrolling the Art
League tomorrow night as well.
"The Art of Halloween" is a bizarre hut
thought -provoking show that is truly for all
ages. With its mix of supernatural symbolism
and high-tech tomfoolery, it’s like Disneyland with a message.

"The Art of Halloween’ is part of a Halloween party that begins at 8 p.m. tomorrow
called "Ill Faces of Hallows Eve." Admission is $9 advance and $12 at the door and
covers all three locations.
San Jose An League, "The An of Halloween," 482 S. Second Street, 294-4545.
San Jose Institute of Contemporary An.
Video amusement and hors d’oeuvres, 377 S.
First Street, 998-431(3
Works/San Jose. Live music and light
show, 66S. First Street, 295-8378.
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Top left. "Futuristic Powers" is a swampy graveyard
scene by Steve Storz. Raymond Avalos is surrounded
by his "Fence Piece."
above, which is part of the
series "(7hildrens’ Carnes I
Never Played." Far left,
"Fluorescent Images" by
Duane Rousfield have day glow colored faces. This
modern -style ghost was created by Raymond Avalos,
left.

by

Julie Bennett
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Sittin’ and sawin’

Plumpest
pumpkin
praised
The Associated Press
An annual search for Earth’s
plumpest pumpkin vs as won in Collins. N.Y. earlier this month by a
farmer Isom the Garden State as
growers in a dozen locations around
the world lugged their gargantuan
gourds to the scale.
Robert Gancarz. of Jacobstown, N.J., took the top prize of
$4,188) with a 671 -pound pumpkin.
His brother. Edward. took top honors with the biggest squash, which
hit 505V: pounds.
The formes world champion
-pumpkin weighed 612 pounds and
was grown in Chelan, Wash.
"Everybody says this is just
fun, this is just games," said Robert
Gancarz. "But this is serious, this is
nothing like fun and games."
As competitors and admirers
surrounded the mutant -looking
gourds. the Gancarzes’ hired hands
served as bodyguards to keep the
curious from touching the entries
Competitors asked if the brothers
were selling seed from the genetic
giants, hut they declined.
"We’ve been at this lOr 22
years... said Robert Cancan, who
started after he saw a 100-pound
pumpkin in a Philadelphia open
market.
The World Pumpkin Confederation competition is the promotional
idea of Ray Waterman. who runs a
restaurant in Collins.
He and his brother thought up
the annual fall ritual, and the event
has grown each year.

Abraham Haile Daily staff

photographer

inside, vs hi le goblins. ghosts and
witches ri ’am the streets. you
will he protecting them Isom cars
and party goers.
Humane officials also recommend that pet owners keep
identification tags on their dogs
and cats at all times. Call 7273383 for more information.

The Humane Society ol
Santa Clara Valley, 2530 Lafayette St. asks that pet owners
keep their dogs and cats inside
on October 31.
The noises and activity of
Halloween can be a scary for animals.
By keeping your animals

The Nearly World Famous

THEATER
G SLIGHTER
In Beautiful downtown Campbell
SPECIAL
HALLOWEEN SHOW
FRI. OCT. 31. 8:30 P.M.
$10 PER PERSON Croup Dheasata Available
Showing: "Demon of the Dark or The Girl
with The Golden Slippers"
APPEAR ON TV! 1st Prize
Cohost Ezza 4110) Movies br dawn with G43R1’

itl

V1:411.14t.f51
CSS9)
f
v14 :30Ver.\-C\1%:
1.
sO\
C
00091itkNiAlt
,

FOR RESERVATIONS E. INFO:
(40S) 566-1005 400 E. Campbell An. Campbell

o

COSTUME
CONTEST!
1st, 2sd & 3rd
PRIZES

Sale on Perms

Charlie Blacklock coaxes sweet sounds from both a musical
saw and a harmonica at the U.S. wildlife preserve in Newark.
The versatile Blacklock entertained people waiting to take
guided tours at a nearby ghost town. The Alameda musician,
who said he plays mainly bluegrass, keeps his instruments in a
leopard -skin case, which he notes is popular with women.

Ninja warrior, witch Elvira
to turn out in multitudes
SAN DIRK) (AP) --- The vest in that one. That’s a good exNinja warns’s, long a favorite or the ample or how easy it is to make a
comic hook and movie set, is again mistake."
the overwhelming favorite for male
Ms. Kerr-Gagnon said the
Halloween costumes this year while brief Halloween season leases no
a sexy witch, patterned after Elvira. room for large orders based on fads.
is the top choice for girls and A costume design that doesn’t sell
women.
sits in a warehouse, and there’s no
Buying patterns are hearing out markdown period in Halloween
those decisions, made a year ago by sales.
"I learned my lesson on Boy
a sideline of the garment business
that works all year for five days of George," she said. "I tried to do a
Boy George. It had braids and a hat
scary celebration.
"We try to make sure we know with ribbons going through it. Then
what’s happening in the world in he cut his hair off. I could have
general... said Bonnie Kerr-Gag- killed him. I had about 4,000
non, division merchandise manager braided wigs connected to hats that I
tbr National Theme Productions, had to take the braids off to even get
the nation’s largest designer and re- rid of
Traditional Halloween garb
tailer of adult Halloween costumes.
"We went to see ’Howard the makes for sale-selling costumes.
Duck. and we’re glad we didn’t in- she said.

Humane society advises owners to
keep pets inside for trick or treat

Now at Command Performance, you can
introduce youmell to the pleasure of a salonquality perm at a savings.

Save $10.00

On Any Full Perm Service

(Mei e vac.

ti tit’,

0111111111110111th

Ni, appointment necessam
3

a

Command
Performance.
STYLING SALONS
We’ve got the style for you.

At the following locations:
Silver Creek Plaza, San Jose. 270-1550
Sunnyvale Town Center. Sunnyvale. 245-2746
Calaveras Plaza, Milpitas. 263-4357
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Safety awareness required for holiday
WASHINGTON (API -- A
few ghoulish individuals have
tried to spoil Halloween with
tampered treats in recent years.
but wary parents can help their
children keep the spirit of fun in
the holiday.
Once feared as a night when
the dead roamed the land. Halloween developed into a holiday.
given over to childish pranks and
games until a few years ago -when candy and other treats
began appearing with pins. num-

blades and poison,
Now, parents must watch
more attentively over their little
ones, warn them to be careful
and pay closer attention than
ever before to where they go,
when they collect trick -or-treat
goodies, and which of them they
eat.
Caution children to never
eat any of their treats before they
get home, urges Ed Turner, vice
president of the National Assn. ration of Chiefs of Police.

A Brazilian Halloween
Celebration!

(w/this ad)

Es,,t

Choose from any of
the Metro Cafe’s super
Breakfasts and pay only 990

The geologist and two exterminators gawk in ’Night of the Demons’

ing.
Sheila encounters the sound of
rats running across the floor and
soon realizes the only thing that is
moving is the unsettled dust on the
floor.
When she finally sees a rat she
screams her lungs out. She shrieks
really well, but the acting still is
below par.
The couple calls the neighborhood exterminators and the foundation of the house shakes in disagreement.
Mark calls in Harry Belknap, a
professor of anthropology, Kate
MacAndrew, a blind medium, and
Marsha Selton, a student with extra
sensory perception whose specialty
is ghost indentification.
The movie has a storyline like
"Poltergeist" except instead ol
cemetery complex, there lies a stairway from Hell and the demons want
to invade the outside world.
With the discovery of the hidden stairway and room of Elias
Whitfield behind the bookcase, the
group discovers a way to stop the
demons from coming to the outside
world.
The demons find out that Mark
and company are trying to stop them
from coming, and stage their final
attack in the classic Good against
Evil scenario.
Go for the special effects and
the acting leaves a lot to
storyline
be desired.
"Night of the Demons’ is presented
by the Community Players of Los
Gatos-Saratoga at the Saratoga
Civic Center with a Thursday performance at 8:30 p.m. costing $7. a
special Halloween performance
with buffet and champagne for $IO
and a show at 7 p.m. Saturday.

If any treat looks suspicious. call the police. Turner advised.

99 Breakfast

itrusii

By Gene Johnson Jr
The special effects used in the
"Night of the Demons" are well
worth the price of admission.
From an ancient doorway to
Hell hidden by the bookcase trap
door to a 5 -foot -tall, gremlin-like
demon popping out of the sofa, the
special effects of Joe Collonge
should be used for the movies.
Plays limit the creativity of good
special -effects artists.
The entire play takes place in
the living room of an old mansion.
The front door is solid wood. Skeleton heads are carved on the door
with a big eye resting in the middle
of the door. The head of Medusa is
carved at the bottom of the door.
The next eye-catching feature
is the fireplace. The mouth of a skeleton is open wide to reveal a fireplace (and its fangs). On the second
tier of the staircase is the casket of
an Egyptian mummy.
An added measure is a statue
of a seated gargoyle by the fireplace.
Stephen Wathen and Gene Pincus do a great job with the stage.
So what happened to the acting?
There was no emotion in the
voice or the movements of the actors. It was like reading a giant storybook. The story was read and the
only difference was the person narrating the story changed voices and
not emotions.
There was no feeling of empathy when Mark and Sheila Whitfield
played by David and Margaret
Apple, realize their new home was a
gateway to Hell.
The couple inherits the home
of Mark’s great-grandfather Elias
Whitfield. Mark, a writer, figures
the place will give him the peace of
mind he needs after his sister dies in
a car accident in which he was driv-

He said fruit should he
washed and sliced before eating
to make sure there is no foreign
offiect in it. and the wrappers on
commercial candy should be
checked carefully for tampering.

MIIIMIIIIIIMIIMMINIM1111=111111111111MIM
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Special effects
give play pizazz

unwrapped candy
Any
should be thrown away, Turner
said in a statement issued by his
Miami office.

s

140 E. San Carlos
Ilitwn McDonald’s& Jack-in-Rta

Lmutit

7 a.m.-7p.m. M-F
8 a.m.-2 p.m. Sat
Expires I

971-2222

I

-8-8()

WIN COSTUME CONTEST CASH!
Strut your Sexiest, Silliest, Scariest Stuff
and take home. . .
$250 for First Prize
$150 for Second Prize
$100 for Third Prize
We’ll be brewing $1 Schnapps
all night long.
The party doors open
at 7:30 p.m.
The CONTEST begins at
midnight!
Coming Soon. . . The L.A. Wednesday’s Ski Party!
WATER TOWER
PLAZA
CAMPBELL

’\(1(stjd’y
The new rock wave
in the South Bay

1, Sans( .1" I,.
Ilarnifinn Are 1.11 nil
R eine on Ilstetini
ROI no Fentetheti Awe
telt on esi
in Kiev Touve Pie.
Campbell Au.
Mettle. Ave

Kaki lout,

Plata
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Music

KITS moves to new sounds
By Len Gutman
What’s new on the radio these days.’
Well, if you haven’t heard yet, KITS has changed
its format from a Top 40 station to a modern music station.
That’s good news for all you modern music fans
who are tired of hearing Janet Jackson and Huey Lewis
every time you turn on your radio.
"We’ve done a lot of research surveys and people
are bored with the radio," KITS Program Director
Richard Sands said.
KITS is now "Live 105" and is playing groups
like Alphaville, Sparks, New Order, Gene Loves Jezebel and plenty of classics like the Police, the Pretenders
and The Clash.
"When you hear ’Live 105’ it’s fresh and it’s
new," Sands said.
SJSU students are starting to get the message.
"Live 105 has finally stepped forward to fill the
musical void left after the demise of the Quake." said
Britt Roberts, economics senior. "The only alternative
has been KSJS, which has evolved into playing mainly
a hodge rxxige of REM imitators and semi -pro local
groups.
"Live 105 is willing to play modern rock which
isn’t five years behind the rest of California.’’
Advertising senior Joanne Dunty said that she enjoys Live 105, but hopes that they will still make a few
changes.
"I’ve been listening to modern music for years.
yet Bay Area stations seemed to ignore the whole catagory," Duray said. "Now I can listen to all my old favorites and never have to change the station.
"The only drawback is that they don’t vary the
songs of the bands they play."
Duro, said Live 105 treats new music songs like
pop songs and plays one song from a hand over and
over.
"The hands they play have so much more to offer
than one song," she said

Despite the few negative things said about the station, most of the people interviewed agreed that the Bay
Area needs a station like live 105.
"Its kind of like a return of the Quake. so I enjoy
that," said junior finance major Many Fahey.
The change came about a few weeks ago when
Sands went on the Alex Bennett show, a morning show
where Bennett has a live studio audi ence and comic
guests, and asked the listeners what kind of music they
hear.
Bennett, along with another Live 105 DJ_ Rick
Stewart, were with the Quake before it went under.
Sands said the station got thousands of letters.
most of which said they wanted to hear modern music.
"We feel real positive about the change," Sands
said.
The station is, however, still playing some rock
songs.
"We’re changing slowly, you can’t expect people

The only thing left is to wait and
see if the station will get the
support it needs to survive.
to change overnight." Sands said. "It’s an evolutionary
process."
Sands said the station is going to play a variety of
music, not just strictly music on the "cutting edge" of
rock.
"We’re still going to play Peter Gabriel. Huey
Lewis and Billy Idol, hut we’re also going to play the
Police. U2 and the B -52’s." Sands said. "If we don’t,
we’ll be just like the Quake was, and it proved ineffective."
S’ee / WE 105, page

Calendar
Art
Country Folk Art Fair, a
collection of Watsonville art, is
scheduled to be shown at the
Santa Cruz County Fairgrounds
on Saturday. Call (209) 4423211 for more information.
The Fine Arts Museums of
San Fracisco will he showing
paintings by Frank Duveneck at
the M.H. de Yound Memorial
Museum until February I. Call
015) 750-3614 for more information.
American Folk Art: A Sampling from Northern California
CeIlections will be on view at the
M.H. de Young Memorial Museum through April 5. Call 1415)
750-3614 for more information.

Events
Northside Theatre Company of San Jose and Exo Productions are scheduled to present
"Sardonic Mask
A Multi’
Media Evening of Terror" Friday at 8 p.m. Tickets are $10 advance and $12 at the door. Call
288-7820 for more information.
Halloween Spiral Dance is
scheduled to be held Friday at
the San Francisco Women’s
Building. 3543 18th St. Call
(415-7724 for more information.
Halloween Dance, Mu-,
querade, with a live band, is
scheduled to be held at Sisterspi-

rit, 1040 Park Ave., San Jose.
Call 293-9372 for more information.
The Golden Mushroom restaurant in Santa Clara will hold
an all you can eat ribs for
$10.95, on Monday. For every
order, $3 will be donated for the
Multiple Sclerosis foundation.
Call 247-9671 for more information.
Night of the Demons is
scheduled to continue playing
until Monday. Tickets range
from $5 to $10. Call 268-3777
for more information.
Brighton Beach Memoirs, it
Neil Simon comedy, is scheduled to be performed by Theatre
Works in Palo Alto through
Nov. IS. Call (415) 329-2623
for more information.

Santa Clara dance club
celebrates October birth
By Scott G. Hamilton
excitement Halloween
seekers who enjoy an element of
surprise might consider journeying One Step Beyond this year.
In keeping with its alternative image, the Santa Clara night
club plans to unveil an evening
multimedia
undisclosed
of
events and special guests beginning at 8 p.m.
Keith Putney, a spokesman
for the club, says he doesn’t
even know the identity of what
luminaries might materialize.
But given the club’s colorful reputation, there’s no saying
who could show up for some
All-Hollow’s eve celebrating.
For not only will October
31 be a night for howling and
chain-rattling at One Step Beyond, it will also mark the club’s
first year anniversary.
And what a year it has
been. The acts that owner Stan
Kent has succeeded in drawing
once would have passed the
South Bay without a second
glance.
Catering to the new and alternative music crowd, first -year
shows
have
included
appearances by The Cramps, The
Church, The Violent Femmes,
Gene Love Jezebel and Simply
Red.

Sounds confusing’? Getting
lost before entering could just
add to the Halloween intrigue.
You never know what to
expect when you live on the
edge.
One step beyond is (mated it
1400 Martin Avenue in Santa
Clara. Phone 727-090/for more,
information.

Dress-up To Win Over
$1,500 15004
in cash & prizes

At the KSJO Baja Halloween Weekend:

15’CO
#9
Si,
‘-’444i/
r

\INO,A

Thursday: $5.00 in cash & prizes
Friday: $500 in cash & prizes
Saturday: $500 in cash & prizes
Each PARTY starts at 9 o’clock.

<4
Drink
Witch’s Brew
Shots for
ONLY 75c

901v
Music
The San Jose Symphony is
scheduled to perform with the
Margaret Wingrove Dancers and
Garrick Ohlsson, piano, on Friday at 8:30 p.m. at the Center fo.r
the Performing Arts in San Jose.
Call 298-2300 for more information.
Social Club is scheduled to
play at the Spartan Pub at 8
p.m.. Tuesday. Cal 277-9084
for more information.

"Our live booking has
really taken off," Putney said
"Usually it takes a considerable
amount of time to gain the reputation to draw talent.’’
After what has essentially
been only six months as a live
venue, One Step Beyond is
doing incredibly well, he said.
The night before Halloween, Iggy Pop will perform in
what he predicts will be one of
the club’s biggest shows yet.
Unfortunately, that show is
sold out for all intents and purposes, he said.
However, those making the
venture on the 31st will find surprises within the club as well.
The entrance that used to be
on Martin Avenue is now on the
opposite side of the building.
What was the lobby is now a
lounge, and the tunnel that led
the floor is gone.

k9.9 441r

4tic 4,4
cafe BOJO cantina
499 E. HAMILTON IN CAMPBELL AT HIGHWAY 17: 374-4290
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London Down plays to insipid Pub crowd
problems playing in the Pub, either
By Jane!! Hall
London Down landed at the playing too loud or too soft, London
Pub last Thursday night, but the Pub Down was just right.
Benjamin’s guitar leads were
did not deserve them. The SJSU
pubsters were inebriated into lethar- neither offensive nor unnecessary.
gic trances as usual and for the most Instead, they complimented the
part. were unable to fully appreciate songs. As one pubster commented,
this hometown band. What a "They’re pretty good
they’re not
shame. They really missed out on obnoxious.’’
For a band that’s only been tosomething great.
gether for a little more than a year,
Although its band members it was
more than just "pretty
say that their music is "all-Ameri- good." The hand’s sound was
concan," one would have thought they sistent; the
voices were never offcame from merry old England.
key, nor were the instruments out of
Its sound brought out images tune.
of the most recent British invasion,
While bassist Chris Carbone,
such as I3-2 or REM., even another SJSU grad and
drummer
though London Down was born in Ken Hartsoe. (Steve’s
younger
San Jose.
brother), were not in the limelight
"We’re as American as we can as much as Benjamin and the olderget," said Phil Benjamin, London Hartsoe, they held up their end of
Down lead guitarist and vocal- the total sound and were just as proist."People say we sound like
REM. or the Pretenders."
He said that while some people
believe the group was influenced by
British bands, it creates a sound of
Phil Benjamin,
its own.
London Down lead guitarist
The performance was almost
entirely original songs, with a few
fessional as the two front men were.
old Who hits thrown in.
The band underestimates its
Although the band started out a
talent by calling themselves a "collittle restrained and apprehensive
lege band." Band members said
with their namesake song "London
that they’re trying to build up a folDown," they closed in a frenzy
lowing in the San Jose area.
with college party favorite "Louie,
"We play St. Mary’s College a
Louie." They were aided by Jeff
lot," said Steve Benjamin. "We’ve
Ebbage of Grey Matter in a great
got a cult following of about three
rendition of Elvis Costello’s
people in Moraga. We’re still
"Peace, Love and Understanding.’
new."
If the bands’ performance at
The two main vocalists were as
different as day and night. Lead vo- the Pub is any indication of its pocalist and guitarist Steve Hartsoe, tential, London Down can really
an SJSU student, had a tight. bluesy make a name for itself. It has a
sound like Bruce Springsteen or smooth. professional presence even
Tom Petty. Benjamin. an SJSU for a band whose members range
graduate, primarily carried the Brit- from 21 to 26 years old.
London Down will be headlinish sound of U -2’s Bono or The
Who’s Roger Daltry. But together ing at the Laundry Works on Nov.
12. If you want to have a good time
they created a special quality.
While many bands have sound and see a great band, go!

‘We’re as American
as we can get.’

From left, musicians of I .ondon Down, Chris Carboni, Phil Itenjainin Ken I lartsoe and Steve Hartsoe.

Put more fun
in your
Halloween!
PARTY
FOR
LESS

SAVE

Halloween Party!
lie0 750 Margaritas &
Kamakazi’s
8 P.M., Friday
October 31st
Best Costume Prizes
1st Place: $75.00
8r.
3rd
Place: $50.00
416, 2nd
750 The Pruneyard
Campbell 371-3801

10%40% OFF
EVERYDAY
PARTY 4cNEEDS
ON ALL
-19c
Trick or Treat Favors
PARTY FOR LESS
(BEHIND

10580 S. De ANZA BLVD.
(408 725-8334 CUPERTINO

COCO’S)

NOWCAMOPEN
INO REAL

2042 EL
(INSIDE THE MALL)
MERVYN’S PLAZA
(408) 248-8096 SANTA CLARA

Halloween
Costumes
Make-up
Decorations
Plates &
Napkins
Party
Invitations
Trick or Treat
Favors
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Dickey’s new book
turns into reality
COLUMBIA.
James Dickey hail nisi ’lashed the
novel he’d always wanted to write,
a story of a man’s adjustment to
blindness, when the celebrated author began to have headaches and
go blind in his left eye.
The award -winning poet and
author of "Deliverance" went to
doctors who discovered he had a
massive blood clot in his brain. He
underwent emergency surgery in
June and is fine.
Dickey. a master at weaving
the ordinary into his poems, talked
about his illness in a matter-of-fact
way during a recent interview. But
when the subject turned to four new
hooks, all but one completed before
he was stricken, the writer hounded
with enthusiasm.
"I got up on my feet again and
got out and began to teach and write
and rejoice," he said.
Just published is "Bronwen,
the Traw and the Shape -Shifter." a
children’s book in the form of an
epic poem. "Alnilam," the novel
on which he’s been intermittently
working since 1950. is to be published next spring.
Two other books. "Real God.
Roll." a book of poems. and "The
Wilderness of Heaven," a coffee-

’Live 105’ tries new, alternative sound
LIVE 105. from page 1(1

table hook about Appalachia for
which Dickey has written the text,
are finished but no publication dates
have been set.
His new novel is about a blind
man and airplanes. He put down the
first few words of the novel in 1950
and has worked on "Alnilam" intermittently ever since. He feels
very good about the book.
The protagonist of the novel is
an iron -willed man who lives completely for himself. "He goes blind
and the first part is his adjustment to
blindness on his own terms. He
wants to keep his autonomy, and he
wants the fact that he’s blind to increase his power."
The novel gives Dickey the opportunity to make a somewhat different statement than the one he
made in 1969 with "Deliverance,"
the graphic and chilling tale of a
group of urban men who tackle a
raging river and violent mountain
men.
Although Dickey is most
widely known for "Deliverance."
which won the French award Prix
Medicis in 1971, he is highly acclaimed as a poet. He won the National Book Award for Poetry and
the Melville Cane Award in 1966
for his collection of poems. "Buckdancer’s Choice."

By Len Gutman
The only thing left is to wait
and see if the station will get the
support it needs to survive.
"People say they loved the
Quake, but it failed." Sands said.
"It isn’t around anymore because
it didn’t get enough support."

Books
Fiction Best Sellers
I. "It," Stephen King
2. "Red Storm Rising,"
Tom Clancy
3. "Hollywood Husbands," Jackie Collins
4. "Fortune of Fear. L.
Ron Hubbard
5. "Wanderlust." Danielle Steel
6.
"Foundation
and
Earth," Isaac Asimov
7. "The Golden Cup,"
Belva Plain
8. "Wielding a Red
Sword," Piers Anthony
9.
"The Prince of
Tides," Pat Conroy
10. "Flight of the Intruder." Stephen C’oonts
(Counes) of Time, the
weekly newsmagazine)

Sands said what I.ive 105
needs now is for people to start
spreading the news.
"Word of mouth is really
what we need. If people like the
station, they should tell people,"
Sands said.
KSJS Music Director Gary
Delamore said he felt the compe-

tition will be healthy.
"On the one hand I’m ex
cited about a commercial station
making such a bold move, but I’m
also apprehensive about the competition," Delamore said. "In a
way it’s healthy because the two
stations can compliment each
other. The listeners will win out
either way."

"THIRSTY THURSDAYS"
ARE HERE!
Sign up for Fraternity Night At The Hop
Special group rates available

2 for I Drink Specials
Well-Draft-Wine

75 Kamikazes

Rock’n Roll Bowlin

50 University Ave.
Old Town, Los Gatos
354-HOPP

SATURDAY NTTE
10 PM to 1 AM

Must be at least 18 years of age, a Calif. I.D. or valid Calif. Drivers License required entry fee
is 2 People for $9.85, SingleEntry $7.00 per person & includes unlimited bowling & use of
rental shoes. Prepaid reservations are accepted.

2780 El Camino Real, Santa Clara 95051
Phone (408) 296-7200
Ask us about League openings.

